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Industrial Process Measurement and Control Sect ional Committee, ETD 18

NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (Part 1) which is identical with IEC 62264-1 : 2003 'Enterprise-control system
integration - Part 1: Models and term inology' issued by the International Electrotechnical Commission
(lEG) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on the recommendation of the Indust rial Process
Measurement and Control Sectional Committee and approval of the Electrotechnical Division Counc il.

The text of IEC Standard has been approved as suitable for publ ication as an Indian Standard without
deviations . Certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards , Attent ion
is part icularly drawn to the following:

a) Wherever the words 'International Standard' appear, referring to this standard, they should be
read as 'Ind ian Standard',

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker while in Indian Standards, the current pract ice
is to use a point (.) as the decimal marker,

The technical committee has reviewed the provisions of the following International Standards referred in
this adopted standard and has dec ided that they are acceptable for use in conjunct ion with this standard:

International Standard Title

IEC 61512- 1 : 1997 Batch control- Part 1: Models and term inology

ISOIIEC 19501-1 Information technology - Unified model ing language (UML) - Part 1:
Specification

ISO 10303-1 :1994 Industrial automation systems and integration - Product data representation
and exchange - Part 1: Overview and fundamental princ iples

ISO 15531-1 Industrial automation systems and integration - Industrial manufacturing
management data - Part 1: General overview

ISO 15704 : 2000 Industrial automation systems - Requ irements for enterprise-reference
architectures and methodologies

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the final
value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test, shall be rounded off in accordance with
IS 2 : 1960 'Rules lor round ing off numer ical values (revised)'. The number of signif icant places retained
in the rounded off value should be the same as that of the spec ified value in this standard.
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INTRODUCTION

IEC 62264 is a multi-part standard that defines the interfaces between enterprise activities
and control activities . This standard provides standard models and terminology for describing
the interfaces between the business systems of an entreprise and its manufacturing-control
systems. The models and terminology presented in this standard

a) emphasize good integration practices of control systems with enterprise systems during
the entire life cycle of the systems;

b) can be used to improve existing integration capabilities of manufacturing control systems
with enterprise systems; and

c) can be applied regardless of the degree of automation.

Specifically, this standard provides a standard terminology and a consistent set of concepts
and models for integrating control systems with enterprise systems that will improve
communications between all parties involved. Some of the benefits produced will

a) reduce users' times to reach full production levels for new products;

b) enable vendors to supply appropriate tools for implementing integration of control systems
to enterprise systems;

c) enable users to better identify their needs;

d) reduce the costs of automating manufacturing processes;

e) optimize supply chains; and

f) reduce life-cycle engineering efforts.

It is not the intent of this standard to

suggest that there is only one way of implementing integration of control systems to
enterprise systems;

force users to abandon their current methods of handling integration; or

restrict development in the area of integration of control systems to enterprise systems.

This standard discusses the interface content between manufacturing-control functions and
other enterprise functions , based upon the Purdue Reference Model for CIM (hierarchical
form) as published by ISA. This standard presents a partial model or reference model as
defined in ISO 15704.

The scope of this standard is limited to describing the relevant functions in the enterprise and
the control domain and which objects are normally exchanged between these domains.
Subsequent parts will address how these objects can be exchanged in a robust, secure, and
cost -effect ive manner preserving the integrity of the complete system.

The intent of Clause 4 is to describe the context of the mode ls in Clause 5 and Clause 6. It
gives the cr iteria used to determine the scope of the manufacturing control system domain .
Clause 4 does not conta in the formal def initions of the mode ls and terminology but describes
the con text to understand the other clauses.

The intent of Clause 5 is to describe hierarchy models of the activ it ies involved in
manufacturing -control enterprises . It presents in general te rms the activities that are
asso ciated with man ufacturing cont rol and the act iv ities that occur at the bus iness log istics
level. It also gives an equ ipment hiera rchy model of equipment associated with manufacturing
control .

IV
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The intent of Clause 6 is to describe a general model of the functions within an enterpr ise
which are concerned with the integration of business and control. It presents , In detail, an
abstract model of control functions and, in less deta il, the bus iness functions that interface to
control. The purpose is to establish a common term inology for functions involved in
information exchange.

The intent of Clause 7 is to state in detail the objects that make up the information streams
def ined in Clause 6. The purpose is to establish a common te rminology for the elements of
information exchanged.

Annex A defines the relat ionship of th is standard with other related standardizat ion work in
the manufacturing area.

The intent of Annex B is to present the bus iness reasons for the information exchange
between business and control functions. The purpose is to establ ish a common terminology
for the reason for information exchange.

Annex C discusses the rat ionale for multiple models .

Annex D contains selected elements from the Purdue Reference Model that may be used to
place the funct ions described in Clauses 5 and 6 in context with the ent ire model.

Annex E is informative. It correlates the Purdue Reference Model to the MESA International
Model.

Th is standard is intended for those who are

involved in designing, building, or operating manufacturing fac ilities ;

responsible for specify ing interfaces between manufacturing and process control systems
and other systems of the business enterprise ; or

involved in designing, creating , marketing. and integrating automation products used to
interface manufacturing operat ions and business systems.

Annex F is a discussion of systems, resources , capabi lity, capacity, and time as used in this
standard.
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Indian Standard

ENTERPRISE-CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

PART 1 MODELS AND TERMINOLOGY

1 ScoIJe

This standard describes the interface content between manufacturing control functions and
other enterprise functions. The interfaces considered are the interfaces between levels 3 and
4 of the hierarchical model defined by this standard. The goal is to reduce the risk, cost, and
errors associated with implementing these interfaces.

The standard can be used to reduce the effort associated with implementing new product
offerings . The goal is to have enterprise systems and control systems that inter-operate and
easily integrate.

The scope of this standard is limited to

a) a presentation of the scope of the manufacturing operations and control domain;

b) a discussion of the organization of physical assets of an enterprise involved in
manufacturing;

c) a listing of the functions associated with the interface between control functions and
enterprise functions; and

d) a description of the information that is shared between control functions and enterprise
functions.

2 Normative references

The following referenced documents are ind ispensable for the application of this document.
For dated references, only the edition cited applies . For undated references, the latest edition
of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.

IEC 61512-1: 1997, Batch control - Part 1: Models and terminology

ISO/IEC 19501 -1, Information technology - Unified Modeling Language (UML) - Part 1:
Specification 1

ISO 10303-1 :1994, Industrial automation systems and integration - Product data
representation and exchange - Part 1: Overview and fundamental principles

ISO 15531-1 , Industrial automation systems and integration - Industrial manufacturing
management data - Part 1: General overview 2

ISO 15704:2000, Industrial automation systems - Requirements for enterprise-reference
architectures and methodologies

1 To be published.

2 To be published.
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3 Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following definitions apply.

3.1
area
phys ical, geographical or log ica l grouping determined by the site

NOTE It can contain process cells . production units . and production lines .

3.2
available capacity
port ion of the production capacity that can be attained but is not committed to current or
future production

3.3
bill of lading
BOl
contract or rece ipt for goods that a carrier agrees to transport from one place to another and
to deliver to a designated person or that it assigns for compensation upon the conditions
stated therein

3.4
bill of material
BOM
list ing of all the subassemblies, parts , and/or materials that are used in the production of
a product including the quantity of each material required to make a product

3.5
bill of resources
list ing of all resources and when in the production process they are needed to produce
a product

NOTE It is also a listing of the key resources required to manufacture a product, organized as segments of
production and is often used to predict the impact of activity changes in the master production schedule on the
supply of resources .

3.6
capability
ability to perform actions , inc luding attr ibutes on qualifications and measures of the ability
as capacity

NOTE See Annex F tor adc monat backgr ound on th is concept .

3.7
capacity
meas ure of the ability to take act ion, a subset of a capab il ity

NO TE See Annex F for additional backg roun d on this co ncept.

EXAM PLE Measu res of the producnon rates. flow rat es, mass or vo lume

3 .8
certificate of analysis
COA
cer tificat ion of conformance to qua lit y standards or spe cif icat ions for prod ucts or mater ials

NO TE if can mctude a list o r refer ence of analvsrs results and process Info rmation. It IS often requ ired for custody
transfer of matsnats

2
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3.9
committed capacity
portion of the production capacity that is currently in use or is scheduled for use

3.10
consumables
resources that are not normally included in bills of material or are not individually accounted
for in specific production requests

3.11
control domain
in this standard, control domain is synonymous with the manufacturing operations and control
domain

3.12
enterprise
one or more organizations sharing a definite mission, goals and objectives to offer an output
such as a product or service

3.13
equipment class
means to describe a grouping of equipment with similar characteristics for purposes of
scheduling and planning

3.14
finished goods
final materials on which all processing and production is completed

3.15
finished good waivers
approvals for deviation from normal product specifications

3.16
in-process waiver requests
requests for waivers on normal production procedures due to deviations in materials,
equipment, or quality metrics, where normal product specifications are maintained

3.17
manufacturing operations and control domain
MO&C
domain that includes all the activities in Level 3 and information flows to and from levels 0, 1,
and 2 across the boundary to Level 4

3.18
material class
means to describe a grouping of materials with similar characteristics for purposes of
scheduling and planning

3.19
material lot
uniquely identifiable amount of a material
NOTE It describes the actual total quantity or amount of material available, its current state, and its specific
property values.

3.20
material definition
definition of the properties and characteristics for a substance

3
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3.21
material sublot
uniquely identi fiable subset of a material lot . conta ining quantity and location

NOTE This may be a single item .

3.22
personnel class
means to describe a grouping of persons with similar characteristics for purposes of
scheduling and planning

3.23
process segment
view of a collection of resources needed for a segment of production, independent of any
particular product at the level of detail required to support bus iness processes that may also
be independent of any particular product

NOTE This may include material . energy. personnel . or equ ipment.

3.24
production capacity
ability of resources to perform production in the enterprise. The product ion capacity includes
the capacity of those resources and represents

a) the collection of personnel. equipment, material , and process segment capabilities;

b) the total of the current committed , available, and unattainable capacity of the
production fac il ity;

c) the highest sustainable output rate that could be ach ieved for a given product mix, raw
materials . worker effort, plant. and equipment

3.25
production control
collection of functions that manages all production within a site or area

3.26
production line
series of pieces of equipment dedicated to the manufacture of a specific number of products
or families

3.27
production rules
information used to instruct a manufacturing operation how to produce a product

3.28
production unit
set of prod uction equipment that converts . separates . or reacts one or more feedstocks to
produce intermediate or fina l products

3.29
product segments
shar ed informa tion between a bil l of resources and a produc tion rule for a spe cif ic produ ct

NOTE A logical grOUping Of personne l res ources , ecuiprnent reso urces. and mate na l specincanons requu ed to
carry out the production step

3.30
resource
enterprise entity that provides some or all of the capabilit ies required by the execut ion of
an enterprise act ivity and /or bus iness process (in the context of th is standard, a collection
of personnel , equ ipment , and /or material)

4
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3.31
unattainable capacity
por tion of the production capacity that cannot be atta ined

NOTE Typically due to facto rs such as equipment unavailabil ity . sub -opurnat scheduling . or resource nrmtanons

3.32
work cell
dissimilar machines grouped together to produce a family of parts having similar manu
facturing requi rements

4 Enterprise-control system integration overview

4.1 Introduction

Successfu lly addressing the issue of enterprise-control system integration requ ires identi fying
the boundary between the enterprise and the manufacturing operations and control domains
(MO&C). The boundary is identif ied using relevant models that represent funct ions, physical
equipment, information within the MO&C domain, and information flows between the domains .

Multiple models show the functions and integration associated with control and enterprise
systems.

a) Hierarchy models that describe the levels of functions and domains of control associated
with in manufacturing organ izations are presented in Clause 5. These models are based on
The Purdue Reference Model for elM, referenced as PRM ; the MESA International
Functional Model; and the equipment hierarchy model from IEC 61512-1.

NOTE 1 Selected elements of the Purdue Reference Model for elM are included in Annex D .

NOTE 2 See the Bibliography for reference to the MESA white paper defining MES functionality .

b) A data flow model that describes the functional and data flows within manufacturing
organizat ions is given in Clause 6. This model is also based on The Purdue Reference
Model for CIM.

c) An object model that describes the information that may cross the enterprise and control
system boundary is given in Clause 7.

Domain
descriptions

Information
descriptions

Functions
in domains

Categories
of informat ion

Functions
of interest

('~

/I}o 0 g

Information
flows of interest

Figure 1 - Outline of models in the standard
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This standard provides models and information in multiple levels of detail and abstraction .
These levels are illustrated in Figu re 1, which serves as a map to the rest of the document.
Each model and diagram increases the level of detail presented in the previous model.

The models start with a description of the domain of control systems and the domain of
enterprise systems. The domain discussion is contained in Clause 5.

Functions within the domains are presented in Clauses 5 and 6. Functions of interest that are
relevant to the standard are also given a detailed description in Clause 6. The information
flows of interest between the relevant functions are listed in 6.5.

The categories of information are given in 7.2. The formal object model of the information of
interest is presented in 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 , and 7.8 .

4.2 Criteria for inclusion in manufacturing operations and control domain

The hierarchy and data flow models describe most of the funct ions within a manufacturing
enterprise. Only some of those functions are associated with manufacturing control and
manufacturing control systems. The following list shows the criteria used to determine which
funct ions and which information flows are included in this standard.

a) The function is critical to ma inta ining regulatory compliance . Th is includes such factors as
safety, and compliance to environmental and current good manufacturing practices.

b) The function is critical to plant reliability

c) The life impacts the operation phase of the life of a facility, as opposed to the des ign ,
construction , and disposal phases of the life of a facil ity.

d) The information is needed by fac ility operators in order to perform their jobs.

The information that flows between functions identified as being within the control domain
and those outside the control domain describe the enterprise-control system boundary.
Information exchanged between functions within the control domain and information
exchanged between functions outs ide the control domain are outside the scope of th is
document. Figure 2 illustrates the enterprise-control system interface. as depicted in the data
flow model . between control and non-control functions; the blue circles indicate funct ions that
exchange information and are described in the data flow model. Functions depicted as wh ite
circles and data flows depicted as dashed lines are those considered as outside the scope
of th is standard .

Functions within the control domain
(for example. equipment monitoring )

Informat ion flows of interest
(for example , production schedule
and production results)

I
I

I
/

,;

.........r-_~ -- Enterpr ise-control system boundary

Functions outside
the control domain

(for example . production ....,
schelding ) \

~ --~--- ---- \

, -U ---- --

o Functions detai led

o Functions not deta iled

/Data flows deta iled

.,/ Data flows not detailed

Figure 2 - Enterprise-control system interface
6
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5 Hierarchy models

5 1 Hierarchy model introduction

Clause 5 presents the hierarchy models associated with manufacturing control systems and
other bus iness systems.

5.2 Scheduling and control hierarchy

5.2.1 Hierarchy levels

Figure 3 depicts the different levels of a functional hierarchy model: business planning and
log ist ics , manufacturing operations and control, and batch, cont inuous, or discrete control.
The model shows the hierarchical levels at which decisions are made . The interface
addressed in this standard is between Level 4 and Level 3 of the hierarchy model. Th is is
generally the interface between plant production scheduling and operation management and
plant floor coordination.

NOTE The figure is a simplified version of the Purdue Hierarchy Model, as shown in Figures 0 .1, 0 .2 , 0 .3
and 0.4 of Annex D.

{

Interface addressad
-----------;;--------- in this standard

Figure 3 - Functional hierarchy

Levels 2, 1, and 0 present the cell or line supervision functions, operations functions , and
process control functions and are not addressed in this standard. The discussion and labelling
of levels is based on a historical description, further described in Annex D. Level 0 indicates
the process, usually the manufacturing or production process. Level 1 indicates manual
sensing, sensors, and actuators used to monitor and manipulate the process. Level 2
indicates the control activities, either manual or automated, that keeps the process stable or
under control. There are several different models for the functions at these levels based on
the actual production strategy used .

5.2.2 Level 4 activities

Level 4 activities typically include

a) collecting and maintaining raw material and spare parts usage and available inventory,
and providing data for purchase of raw material and spare parts;

b) collecting and maintaining overall energy use and available inventory and providing data
for purchase of energy source;

7
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c) collecting and maintaining overall goods in process and production inventory files;

d) collecting and maintaining quality control files as they relate to customer requirements ;

e) collecting and maintaining machinery and equipment use and life history f iles necessary
for preventive and predictive maintenance planning;

f) collecting and maintaining manpower use data for transmittal to personnel and
accounting;

g) establishing the bas ic plant production schedule;

h) modifying the basic plant production schedule for orders received, based on resource
availability changes, energy sources available, power demand levels, and maintenance
requirements;

i) developing optimum preventive ma intenance and equipment renovation schedules in
coordination with the basic plant production schedule;

j) determining the optimum inventory levels of raw materials , energy sources, spare parts ,
and goods in process at each storage point. These funct ions also include materials
requirements planning (MAP) and spare parts procurement;

k) modifying the basic plant production schedule as necessary whenever major production
interruptions occur;

I) capacity planning , based on all of the above activities.

5.2.3 Level 3

5.2.3.1 Level 3 activities

Level 3 activities typically include

a) reporting on area production including variable manufacturing costs ;

b) collecting and maintaining area data on production, inventory, manpower, raw materials ,
spare parts and energy usage;

c) the performance of data collection and off-line analysis as required by engineering
funct ions . This may include statistical quality analysis and related control functions;

d) carrying out needed personnel functions such as : work period statistics (for example , time,
task), vacation schedule, work force schedules, union line of progression, and in-house
training and personnel qualification;

e) establishing the immediate detailed production schedule for its own area including
maintenance. transportat ion and other production-related needs;

f) locally optim izing the costs for its individual production area while carrying out the
production schedule establ ished by the Level 4 funct ions;

g) modificat ion of production schedules to compensate for plant production interruptions that
may occur in its area of respons ibility.

Descript ions of the major funct ionalit ies associated with these various activities are given in
5.2.3 .2 through 5.2 .3 .12 . The standard assumes all act iv ities not expl icitly presented as part
of the Leve l 3 contro l domain to be part of the enterprise domain . See Annex E for a
corre lation of the act iv ities to the MESA International Model.

5.2.3 .2 Resource allocation and control

The control doma in includes the funct ionality of managing resources directly assoc iated with
control and manufacturing. The resources inc lude mach ines. tools . labour skills , materials,
other equ ipme nt. documents . and other ent it ies that are required for work to start and to be
completed. The management of these resources may include local resource reservat ion to
meet prod uct ion-schedul ing objectives .
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The control domain also ensures that equipment is properly set up for process ing . inc luding
any allocat ion needed for set-up . The control domain is also responsible for providing real
t ime statuses of the resources and a detailed history of resource use .

5.2.3.3 Dispatching production

The control domain includes the functionality of managing the flow of production in the form of
jobs , orders, batches, lots, and work orders, by dispatching production to specific equipment
and personnel. Dispatch information is typ ically presented in the sequence in which the work
needs to be done and may change in real time as events occur on the factory floor.

The control domain may alter the prescribed schedules , within agreed limits , based on local
availability and current conditions. Dispatching of production includes the abil ity to control the
amount of work in process at any po int through buffer management and management of
rework and salvage processes.

5.2.3.4 Data collection and acquisition

The control domain includes the functionality of obtaining the operational production and
parametric data that are associated with the production equ ipment and production processes .

The control domain also is respons ible for provid ing real -time statuses of the production
equipment and production processes and a history of production and parametric data.

5.2.3.5 Quality management

The control domain includes the functional ity of provid ing real-time measurements collected
from manufacturing and analysis in order to assure proper product quality control and to
identify problems requ iring attention. It may recommend actions to correct the problem,
including correlating the symptoms, actions and results to determine the cause.

It inc ludes statistical process control/statist ical quality control (Spc/saC), tracking and
management of off -line inspection operat ions, and analysis in laboratory information manage
ment systems.

5.2.3.6 Process management

The control domain includes the functionality of mon itoring production and either
automatically corrects or provides dec is ion support to operators for correcting and improvi ng
in-process funct ions. These functions may be intra-operational and focus specif ically on
machines or equipment being monitored and controlled. as well as inter-operational . tracking
the process from one operat ion to the next.

It may include alarm management to make sure factory persons are aware of process
changes that are outside acceptable tolerances .

5.2.3.7 Production tracking

The control domain includes the functionality of provid ing the status of product ion and the
disposit ion of work. Status information may include personnel assigned to the work ;
component materials used in production ; current production conditions ; and any alarms .
rework, or other exceptions related to the product. The functionality includes the capability
of recording the production information to allow forward and backward traceability of
components and their use within each end product.

5.2 .3.8 Performance analysis

The control domain includes the funct ional ity of provid ing up-to-the-minute reporting of actual
manufacturing operations results along with comparisons to past history and expected results .
Performance results inc lude such measurements as resource utilization, resource ava ilab ility.
product unit cycle time, conformance to schedule, and performance to standards .

9
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Performance analys is may include spc/sac analysis and may draw from information
gathered by different control functions that measure operating parameters.

5.2.3.9 Operations and detailed scheduling

The control domain includes the functionality of providing sequencing based on priorities,
attributes, characteristics. and production rules associated with specific production equipment
and specific product characteristics, such as shape. colour sequencing or other charac
teristics that . when scheduled in sequence properly. minimize set-up. Operations and detailed
scheduling takes into account finite capacity of resources and recognizes alternative and
overlapping/parallel operations in order to calculate in detail the exact time of equipment
loading and adjustment to shift patterns.

5.2.3.10 Document control

The control domain includes some of the functionality of controlling records and forms that are
maintained with the production unit . The records and forms include work instructions. recipes.
drawings. standard operation procedures. part programmes. batch records , engineering
change notices, shift-to-shift communication, as well as the ability to edit "as planned" and "as
built" information. It sends instructions down to the operations, including providing data to
operators or recipes to device controls. It would also include the control and integrity of
regulatory documentation, environmental, health and safety regulations, and SOP information
such as corrective action procedures.

5.2.3.11 Labour management

The control domain includes some of the functionality of providing status of personnel in an
up-to-the minute time frame. The functions include time and attendance reporting. certification
tracking, as well as the ability to track indirect functions such as material preparation or tool
room work as a basis for act ivity-based costing. Labour management may interact with
resource allocation to determine optimal assignments.

5.2.3.12 "alntenance management

The control doma in includes some of the functionality of maintaining equipment and tools. The
functions ensure the equipment and tools availability for manufacturing. They also may
include scheduling for periodic or preventive maintenance as well as responding to immediate
problems. Maintenance management maintains a history of past events or problems to aid in
diagnosing problems.

10
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5.3 Equipment hierarchy

5.3.1 Equipment model

The phy.sical assets of an e.nterprise. involved in manufacturing are usually organized in a
hierarchical fashion as described rn Figure 4. This is an expansion of the model described in
IEC 61512-1 and i.ncludes the de.finition of assets for discrete and cont inuous manufacturing .
Lower-level gro.upmgs are combined to form higher levels in the hierarchy. In some cases,
a grouping within one level may be incorporated into another grouping at that same level.

This model shows the areas of responsibility for the different funct ion levels defined in the
sch~?uling a~d control hierarchical model of Figure 3. The equ ipment hierarchy model
ad?ltlonally gives some of the objects utilized in information exchange between funct ions.
This corresponds to a resource model for equipment, as defined in ISO 15704 and
ISO 15531-1.

Lowest levels of
equipment typica lly
sched uled by
Levels 3 or 4

Level .. acIJVlt,es
typically deal WIth
these obtects

Level 3 aC!JV~'es

typICally deal WIth
these oo,ects

Lowe,level
equipment used

in batch
operations

Lower level
equipment used

in continuous
operations

Lower level
eqUIpment used
In repelltJVe0'

dIscrete operatIOns

5.3.2 Enterprise

Figure 4 - Equipment hierarchy

An enterprise is a collection of one or more sites and may contain sites and areas . The
enterprise is responsible for determining what products will be manufactured, at which sites
they will be manufactured, and in general how they will be manufactured.

Level 4 functions are generally concerned with the enterprise and site levels . However,
enterprise planning and schedul ing may involve areas, cells, lines, or un its within an area.

5.3.3 Site

A site is a physical, geographical, or logical grouping determined by the enterprise. It may
contain areas, production lines, process cells, and production units. The Level 4 funct ions at a
site are involved in local site management and opt imization . Site planning and scheduling may
involve cells, lines, or units within the areas .

A geographical location and main production capability usually identifies a site. Sites
generally have well-defined manufacturing capabilities .

NOTE For example, site identifiers from various industries are Dallas Expressway Plant, Deer Par1l Olefins Plant
and Johnson City Manufacturing Fac ility. Sites are often used for rough -cut plannIng and scheduling .
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5.3.4 Area

An area is a physical, geographical, or log ical grouping determined by th~ site. It may c~ntain

process cells , production units, and production lines . Most L~vel 3. fu.nctlo~s occur wlt.hln t~e

area . The main production capabil ity and geographical location within a si te usually Iden tify
areas .

NOTE For example . area identifiers from var ious industri es are CMOS Fac il ity. North End Tan k Farm and Bu ild ing
2 Electronic Assembly.

Areas generally have well-defined manufacturing capabilities and capacities. The capab ilities
and capacities are used fOI Level 3 and Level 4 plann ing and scheduling.

An area is made up of lower-level elements that perform the manufacturing functions . There
are three types of elements def ined that correspond to continuous manufacturing models,
discrete (repetitive and non-repetitive) manufacturing models , and batch manufacturing
models. An area may have one or more of any of the lower-level elements depending upon
the manufacturing requirements . Many areas will have a combination of production lines for
the discrete operations, production units for the continuous processes, and process cells for
batch processes. For example, a beverage manufacturer may have an area with cont inuous
mixing in a production unit, which feeds a batch process cell for batch processing , feed ing a
bottl ing line fo r a discrete bottling process .

Depending on the planning and scheduling strategy se lected, the Level 4 funct ions may stop
at the area level , or they may schedule the functions of the lower-level elements within the
areas.

5.3.5 Production unit

Production units are the lowest level of equipment typically scheduled by the Level 4 or Level
3 funct ions for continuous manufacturing processes . Production units are composed of lower
level elements , such as equipment modules, sensors, and actuators, but def initions of these
are outside the scope of this standard. A production unit generally encompasses all of the
equipment required for a segment of continuous production that operates in a relat ively
autonomous manner. It generally converts , separates, or reacts one or more feed stocks to
produce intermediate or final products.

The major process ing activity or product generated often identifies the production unit.

NOTE For example. product ion un it identifi ers from var ious industries are Catalytic Cracker #1. Steam Cracker
'59 and Alkylat ion Unit 2.

Production units have well -def ined processing capabi lities and throughput capacities and
these are used for Level 3 funct ions . The capacities and capabilities are also often used as
input to Level 4 schedu ling . even if the production units are not scheduled by the Level 4
funct ions .

5.3.6 Production line and work cell

Production lines and work cells are the lowest levels of equipment typ ically scheduled by the
Level 4 or Level 3 funct ions for discrete manu facturing pro cesses . Work cells are usually on ly
identi fied whe n there is flexibili ty in the routing of work with in a product ion line. Produ ction
lines and work cells may be composed of lower-level elements. but def init ions of these are
outside the scope of th is document .

The major processing act iv ity often ident if ies the production line .

NO TE For exa mple. pro duct ion lin e Identi fiers from var iou s industries are Bott ling Line #1 . Capping Lin e #15 ,
CMOS Lme #2 and Wate r Pump As sembly Line #4.

Product ion line and work cel ls have well -de fined manufacturing cap ab ilit ies and throughput
capac ities and these are used for Level 3 funct ions. The capac it ies and capabilit ies are also
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often used as input to Level 4 scheduling, even if \lle production lu-es and work cells are not
scheduled by the Level 4 functions.

5.3.7 Process cell and unit

Process cells and units are the lowest level of equipment typically scheduled by the Level 4
and Level 3 functions for batch manufacturing processes. Units are usually only identified at
Level 3 and 4 if there is flexibility in the routing of the product within a process cell. The
definitions for process cells and units are contained in IEC 61512-1.

The major processing capability or family of products produced often identifies the process
cell.

NOTE For example, process cell identifiers from various industnes are Mixing Line #5. West Side Glue line and
Detergent Line 13.

Process cells and units have well-defined manufacturing capabilities and batch capacities and
these are used for Level 3 functions. The capacities and capabilities may also be used as
input data for Level 4 scheduling, even if the process cells or units are not scheduled by the
Level 4 functions.

5.4 Decision hierarchy

5.4.1 Introduction

In addition to the hierarchy of activities, there is also a hierarchy of decision-making and
associated scheduling involved in enterprise-to-control integration. The following subclauses
cover the rationale for such a hierarchy, and the categories and time horizons of such
decisions. This hierarchy of decision-making and a mapping to manufacturing operations will
be discussed in a later part of this standard.

5.4.2 Integrated decision making

An enterprise is organized by functions and in levels, and decisions are made within multiple
functions and multiple levels. Integrated decision-making means that the (different categories
of) decisions made within various functions are consistent in the sense that they contribute to
the achievement of the global objectives of the enterprise. This also means that the time
horizons in which various decisions are made are coordinated. In relationship to production,
this means that the correct raw materials and products are available at the correct time, on
the correct machine and processed by the correct personnel. Decisions to execute the
production are made in multiple time horizons.

5.4.3 Categories of decision-making

Decision-making activities deal with products, resources and time. The different combinations
of these lead to a categorization into three basic types of decisions.

Manage products: This is concerned with the management of products and time without
regard to resources. Major decisions are concerned with what products, what quantity, and
when those products are to be produced or procured.

Manage resources: This is concerned with the management of resources and time. Major
decisions of this category are concerned with the management of capacity of the
resources.

Plan production: This is concerned with the production plannmg that synchronizes the flow
of products, resources, and time.

5.4.4 Time horizons

Decisions can be classified into three general basic time horizons.
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Long term and broad scope: These are long-term dec isions that are concerned w ith the
presentation of the object ives cons istent with the global object ives of the ente rpr ise.

Medium term and intermediate scope: These are medium-term decis ions that deal with
the allocation of resources to meet the objectives defined in the long-term time horizon.

Short term and limited scope: This is a short-term time horizon associated with the
plann ing and execution of actions , us ing the means presented at the medium-term time
horizon, to reach the objectives of the long-term time horizon.

6 Functional data flow model

6.1 Functional data flow model contents

This clause presents

a) the funct ions of an enterprise involved with manufacturing;

b) the information flows between the functions that cross the enterprise-control interface.

6.2 Functional data flow model notation

The enterprise-control interface is described using a data flow model. The model uses the
Yourdon-DeMarco notational methodology (see Bibl iography) .

Table 1 shows the Yourdon notation used in the functional model.

Table 1 - Yourdon notation used

Symbol Definition

Function
A function is represented as a labelled ellipse . A function is a group of tasks that are
class ified as having a common objective. Functions are organized in a hierarchical

(4.0) manner and are identi fied with a name and a number. The number represents an
identification of the data model hierarchy level.

External An external entity is represented as a labelled rectang le . An external entity is a

entity
component outside the model boundaries that sends data to. and/or rece ives data from .
the functions .

A solid line with an arrow represents a grouping of data that flows between functions ,
data stores . or external entities . The data are defined in the enterprlse-control
integration mode l. All solid lines have a name for the data flows .

Data flow naOJ A data flow at one level of the functional hierarchy may be represented by one or more
flows at the lower level of the hierarchy.

A dashed line with an arrow rep resents a grouping of data that flows between functions.
data sto res , or external ent ities. The data are not pert inent to the enterprise -control

-- - -- - - ---- - -- - --~
integration mode l but are shown to illustrate the context of functions. Dashed-line data
flows without names are not identified in th is model but are de fined in Annex D.

A pers istent data storage is represented as the name of the data sto re with a line above

Data Store
and a line below the name . A pers istent data sto re ma inta ins info rmation def ined in a
data flow. so that it is usable In a potent ially non -synchronous man ner with the origin al
data source.
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6.3 Functional enterprise-control model

The functional mode l is depicted in Figure 5. The wide dotted line illustrates the boundary of
the enterpr ise-control interfac e. The line is equ ivalent to the Level 3/Level 4 Interface
presented in 5.1. The manufacturing control side of the interface includes most of the
functions in production control and some of the activit ies in the other ma jor functions . The
labelled lines indicate information flows of importance to manufacturing control. The wide
dotted line intersects functions that have sub-funct ions that may fall into the control domain or
the enterprise domain depend ing on organ izat ional policies . This is a combinat ion of a
function view and an information view of the enterprise. as defined in ISO 15704.

The model structure does not reflect an organizational structure with in a company but an
organizational structure of funct ions. Different companies will place the funct ions in different
organ izational groups.

The detailed information in the information flows is presented in Clause 7.

Research
Development

and Engineering

Figure 5 - Functional enterprise/control model

6.4 Functions

6.4.1 Order processing (1.0)

The general functions of order processing typically include

a) customer order handling , acceptance and confirmation ;

b) sales forecasting;

c) waiver and reservation handling;

d) gross margin report ing;

e) determining production orders.
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There is generally no direct interface between the functions of order processing and the
manufacturing control funct ions.

6.4.2 Production scheduling (2.0)

Production scheduling functions interface to the manufacturing control system functions
through a production schedule, actual production information. and production capability
information. This information exchange is presented in the production control functions.

Detailed scheduling, with in an area, is considered to be a control function .

The general functions of production scheduling typ ically include

a) the determination of production schedule ;

b) the identification of long-term raw material requirements;

c) the determination of the pack-out schedule for end-products;

d) the determination of the available product for sales .

The information generated or modified by the production schedul ing functions includes

1) the production schedule;

2) the actual production versus the planned production ;

3) the production capacity and resource availability;

4) the current order status .

6.4.3 Production control (3.0)

6.4.3.1 Production control main functions

The production control functions encompass most of the functions associated with
manufacturing control. The functions of production control typ ically include

a) controlling the transformation of raw materials into the end-product in accordance with the
production schedule and production standards;

b) performing plant engineering activities and updating of process plans;

c) issuing requirements for raw materials;

d) producing reports of performance and costs :

e) evaluating constra ints to capacity and quality;

f) self-testing and diagnosis of production and control equipment;

g) creating production standards and instruct ions for SOPs (standard operating procedures).
recipes, and equ ipment handl ing for specif ic processing equipment.

The ma in funct ions in production control incl ude process support engineering, operations
control , and operat ions planning.

6.4.3.2 Process support engineering

The func tions of process support eng ineering typ ica lly inc lude

a) issuing requests for mod ificat ion or maintenance;

b) coordinating ma intenance and engineering funct ions;

c) provid ing techn ical standards and methods to operations and maintenance functions;

d) foll owing up on equ ipment and process performance;

e) provid ing techn ical support to operators ;
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f) following up on technological developments.

The functions of process support engineering generate or modify the following information for
use in other control funct ions.

1) Minor equ ipment and process modifications; this may include new design drawings .

2) Instructions on how to handle equipment; this may inc lude standard operating
procedures.

3) Instructions on how to make products ; this includes production rules and the standard
materials, equipment , and other resources used.

4) Material safety data sheets (MSDS).

5) Instructions on how to install equipment; this may include vendor equipment.

6) Environmental and safety operating lim its and constraints.

7) Engineering standards for process equ ipment design techn iques and process
operat ional methods, and online operating instructions.

6 .4.3.3 Operations control

Operations control is the collection of functions that manages all production within a site or
area.

The functions of production control typically include

a) producing the product according to the schedule and specifications;

b) reporting production, process, and resource information;

c) monitoring equ ipment, val idating operational measurements, and determining the need for
maintenance;

d) preparing equ ipment for maintenance and returning it to service after maintenance;

e) performing diagnostics and self-check of production and control equipment;

f) balancing and optimizing production within the site or area;

g) possible local site or area labour management and document management.

The functions of production control typ ically generate or modify the following information for
use in other control functions .

1) Status of production requests .

2) Selected production data, such as data to calculate production cost and performance.

3) Selected process data, such as equipment performance feedback.

4) Status of resources.

5) Status of maintenance work order requests .

6) Requests for maintenance.

7) Diagnostic and self-test results.

8) Process history.

9) Requests for process support engineering support.

10) Requests for analysis of material.

6.4.3.4 Operations planning

The functions of operations planning typically include

a) setting up a short-term production plan based on the production schedule;

b) checking the schedule against raw material availabil ity and product storage capacity;

c) checking the schedule against equipment and personnel availability;
17
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d} determining the per cent of capacity status ;

e} modifying the product ion plan hourly to account for equipment outage, manpower and raw
materials availabil ity .

The functions of operations planning typically generate or modify the following information for
use in other control functions.

1} Material and energy inventory report.

2) Material and energy requirements requ ired to meet the production plan .

3) Site or area production plan for operations control.

4} Available capability of the production resources.

6.4.4 Material and energy control (4.0)

The functions of materials and energy control typ ically include

a} managing inventory, transfers , and quality of material and energy;

b} generating requests for purchasing of materials and energy based on short- and long-term
requirements;

c) calculating and reporting inventory balance and losses of raw material and energy
utilization;

d} receiving incoming material and energy supplies and requesting quality assurance tests;

e) notifying purchasing of accepted material and energy supplies .

The functions of materials and energy control typically generate or mod ify the following
information for use in other control funct ions.

1) Material and energy order requests.

2) Incoming confirmation of received materials and energy.

3) Material and energy inventory report.

4) Manual and automated transfer instructions for operations control.

Some of the functions within material and energy control may be inside the control domain,
based on local organizational structures . Therefore, selected data flows into and out of
material and energy control are presented because they may cross the enterprise-control
system boundary.

6.4 .5 Procurement (5.0)

The funct ions of procuring resources typically include

a} placing orders with suppliers for raw materials, supplies, spare parts, tools, equipment
and other required materials;

b) monitoring progress 01 purchases and report ing to requisitioners ;

c) releas ing incoming invoices for payment after arr ival and approval of goods;

d) collect ing and processing 01 unit requests lor raw materials, spare parts, etc. , for order
placement to vendors .

The functions 01 procurement typ ically generate or mod ify the expected material and ene rgy
delivery schedules lor use in other contro l functi ons .

6.4 .6 Quality assurance (6 .0)

The funct ions 01qual ity assurance typ ically include

a) testing and class if icat ion 01materials ;
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b) sett ing standards for material quality;

c) issu ing standards to manufacturing and testing laboratories in accordance with
requ irements from technology, marketing and customer services ;

d) collecting and maintaining material qual ity data;

e) releasing material for further use (delivery or further process ing);

f) certifying that the product was produced according to standard process conditions ;

g) check ing of product data versus customer's requirements and statistical quality control
rout ines to assure adequate qual ity before shipment.

h) relaying material deviations to process engineering for re -evaluat ion to upgrade
processes .

The funct ions of quality assurance typically generate or modify the following information for
use in other control functions.

1) Quality assurance test results .

2) Approval to release materials or waivers on compliance .

3) Applicable standards and customer requirements for material quality.

Some of the functions within quality assurance may be ins ide the control domain , based on
local organ izational structures; for example, quality assurance requests . Therefore . selected
data flows into and out of quality assurance are addressed because they may cross the
enterprise-control system boundary.

6.4.7 Product inventory control (7.0)

The functions of product inventory control typically include

a) managing the inventory of finished products;

b) making reservations for specific product in accordance with product selling directives ;

c) generating the pack-out end product in accordance with del ivery schedule;

d) reporting on inventory to production scheduling ;

e) reporting on balance and losses to product cost accounting ;

f) arrang ing physical loading/sh ipment of goods in coordination with product sh ipping
administration.

The functions of product inventory control typically generate or modify the following
information for use in other control functions.

1) Finished goods inventory.

2) Inventory balances.

3) Pack-out schedule.

4) Release to ship.

5) Confirm to ship.

6) Requirements.

Some of the functions within product inventory control may be inside the control domain ,
based on local organizational structures. Therefore, selected data flows into and out of
product inventory control are used because they may cross the enterprise-control system
boundary.

6.4.8 Product cost accounting (8.0)

The functions of cost accounting typically include
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a) calculating and reporting on total product cost;

b) report ing cost results to production for adjustment;

c) setting cost objectives for production;

d) collecting raw material, labour, energy and other costs for transmission to accounting;

e) calculating and reporting on total production cost, reporting cost results to production for
adjustment;

f) setting cost objectives for materials and energy supply and distribution.

The functions of cost accounting typically generate or modify the following information for use
in other control functions.

1) Cost objectives to production.

2) Performance and costs from production .

3) Parts and energy incoming to accounting from material and energy control.

6.4.9 Product shipping administration (9.0)

The funct ions of product shipping administration typically include

a) organizing transport for product shipment in accordance with accepted orders
requirements ;

b) negotiating and placing orders with transport companies;

c) accepting freight items on site and releasing material for shipment;

d) preparing accompanying documents for shipment (BOL. customs clearance) ;

e) confirming shipment and releasing for invoicing to general accounting ;

f) report ing on shipping costs to product cost accounting .

6.4.10 Maintenance management (10.0)

The functions of maintenance management typically include

a) providing maintenance for existing installations;

b) providing a preventat ive maintenance programme;

c) providing equipment mon itoring to antic ipate failure, including self-check and diagnostic
programmes;

d) placing purchase order requests for materials and spare parts;

e) developing maintenance cost reports. and coord inating outside contract work effort;

f) providing status and technical feedback on performance and reliability to process support
eng ineering.

The functions of maintenance management typically generate or modify the following
informat ion for use in other control funct ions.

1) Maintenance schedules that specify the plan for future work orders.

2) Maintenance work orders that spec ify spec ific equ ipment to be taken out 01 service and
made ava ilable for ma intenance funct ions .

3) Diagnostic and self-test requests to be performed on the equipment.
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Some olthe functions. wit.hin maintenance management may be inside the control domain.
ba~ed on local organizational structures. Therefore, selected data flows into and out of
maintenance management are shown because they may cross the enterprise-control system
boundary.

6.4.11 Research, development, and engineering

The general functions of research, development and engineering typically include

a) development of new products;

b) definition of process requirements ;

c) definition of product requirements, as related to the production of the products.

6.4.12 Marketing and sales

The general functions of marketing and sales typically include

a) generating sales plans;

b) generating marketing plans;

c) determining customer requirements for products;

d) determining requirements and standards for products;

e) interacting with customers.

6.5 Information flows

6.5.1 Information flow descriptions

The information flows between the functions that are labelled in Figure 5 are listed below.

6.5.2 Schedule

The schedule information flows from the production scheduling (2.0) functions to the
production control (3.0) functions .

This typ ically contains the information, to production, on what product is to be made. how
much is to be made, and when it is to be made. Elements of the schedule Information are
presented in 7.8 and are shown in Figure 22.

6.5.3 Production from plan

The production-trom-plan intormation flows from the production control (3.0) functions to the
production scheduling (2.0) functions .

This contains information about the current and completed production results from execution
of the plan. It typically contains what was made, how much was made, how it was made, and
when it was made. Elements ot the production-from-plan information are presented in 7.8
and shown in Figure 23.

6.5.4 Production capability

The production capability information flows from the production control (3.0) functions to the
production scheduling (2.0) functions.

Production capability information is the current committed, available, and unattainable
capacity of the production facility. This typically includes materials , equipment, labour. and
energy. Elements of the production capability information are listed in 7.6 and shown in
Figure 18.
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6.5.5 Material and energy order requirements

The material and energy order requirement information flows from the material and energy
control (4 .0) functions to the procurement (5.0) functions.

Material and energy order requirements define future requirements for materials and energy
required to meet short-term and long-term requ irements based on the current availability.

There are no object models for the material and energy order requ irements , but the
information may use the defin it ions relat ing to material and energy detailed in the Clause 7
object model.

6.5.6 Incoming order confirmation

The incoming order confirmation information flows from the material and energy control (4.0 )
functions to the procurement (5.0) functions.

Incoming order confirmations are the notification that the material or energy has been
received.

This information is not detailed in the Clause 7 object model because it does not cross the
interface between the enterprise and control domains .

6.5.7 Long-term material and energy requirements

The long-term material and ene rgy requ irements information flows from the production
scheduling (2 .0) functions to the material and energy control (4 .0) functions.

The long-term material and energy requirements are typically time-sequenced def initions of
material and energy resources that will be needed for planned production.

There are no object models for the long-term material and energy requirements . but the
information may use the def initions relat ing to material and energy detailed in the Clause 7
object model.

6.5.8 Short-term material and energy requirements

The short-term material and energy requirements information flows from the production
control (3.0) funct ions to the material and ene rgy control (4.0) funct ions .

The short-term material and energy requirements are requirements for resources that are
needed for currently scheduled or executing production. These typically include

a) requests for materials that may inc lude deadl ines;

b) reservations for materials ;

c) indications of actual consumption;

d) release of reservations ;

e) adjustments to consumption .

Material is represented in Figure 16 in 7.5 and the material and energy requ irements are
represented in Figure 22 in 7.8.

6.5.9 Material and energy inventory

The material and energy inventory information flows from the mater ial and energy control
(4.0) funct ions to the product ion contro l (3 .0) functions .
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The material and energy inventory information flows are the currently available material and
energy that is used for short-term planning and for production . This information typically deals
with raw materials. Material and energy inventory information is given in 7.5.

6.5.10 Production cost objectives

The product ion cost objectives information flows from the product cost accounting (8.0)
functions to the production control (3.0) functions .

Production cost objectives are the production performance targets in terms of resources . Th is
could be related to a product or to a process. This typically includes materials , labour hours.
energy, equ ipment usage. or actual costs . Elements of the production cost objectives are
presented in 7.7 and shown in Figure 21.

6.5.11 Production performance and costs

The production performance and costs information flows from the production control (3.0)
functions to the product cost account ing (8.0) functions.

Production performance and costs are the actual use and results associated with specific
production activit ies. This typically includes materials. labour hours. energy. and equipment
usage. Results are typically identif ied by products. by-products. co-products, and scrap. Th is
information would be in suffic ient deta il to identify all costs by product. co -products . and
scrap.

6.5.12 Incoming material and energy receipt

The ' incoming material and energy receipt information flows from the material and energy
control (4.0) functions to the product cost accounting (8.0) functions.

Incoming material and energy receipt is the notification that the material or energy has been
received and additional information needed for cost accounting. This may include the BOL ,
material safety data sheet (MSDS) . and COA . This information is coord inated with the
incoming order confirmation (6.5 .6) informat ion flow.

This informat ion is not detailed in the Clause 7 object model because it generally does not
cross the interface between the enterprise and control domains.

6.5.13 Quality assurance results

The quality assurance (QA) results information flows from the quality assurance (6 .0)
functions to the product inventory control (7.0) functions, material and energy control (4.0)
funct ions, and the production control. operations control (3.2) functions .

Quality assurance results are typically the results from QA tests performed on raw materials .
in-process materials, or products. Qual ity assurance results may concern tests performed in
the product or in-process tests performed in a particular segment of production . Qual ity
assurance results may include granting of in-process waivers .

A positive QA result may be required before product inventory management may ship a
product. A pos itive QA result may be required before product ion control transfers product
to-product inventory control.

6.5.14 Standards and customer requirements

The standards and customer requirements information flows from the marketing and sales
functions to the quality assurance (6.0) functions, and from quality assurance to product ion
control (3.0).
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Standards and customer requirements are the specific values for attributes of the product that
satisfy the customer needs. This typically includes specific processing specifications as well
as material properties. This information may result in changes in or additions to material,
equipment, and personnel properties and associated tests (see 7.7) .

6.5.15 Product and process requirements

The product and process requirements information flows from the research, development and
engineering (AD&E) functions to the production control (3.0) functions and the quality
assurance (6.0) functions.

The product and process requirements define how to make a product. This typically
corresponds to general or site recipes in batch manufacturing, assembly instructions and
drawings in discrete manufacturing, and process descriptions in continuous manufacturing.
Information about specific equipment, personnel, and material requirements may be specified
according to the models in 7.7.

6.5.16 Finished goods waiver

Finished goods waiver information flows from the order processing (1.0) functions to the
quality assurance (6 .0) functions.

Finished goods waivers are approvals for deviation from normal product specifications .
Finished goods waivers may be negotiated customer deviations from specifications defined in
the standards and customer requirements (6.5 .14).

6.5.17 In-process waiver request

In-process waiver request information flows from production control (3.0) to the quality
assurance (6 .0) functions.

In-process waiver requests are requests for waivers on normal production procedures due to
deviations in materials, equipment. or quality metrics , where normal product specifications are
maintained. The response to the request is in the quality assurance results .

6.5.18 Finished goods inventory

The finished goods inventory information flows from the product inventory control (7 .0)
funct ions to the production scheduling (2.0) functions.

The finished goods inventory is information on the current inventory of finished goods that is
maintained by product inventory control. This typically includes quantity, quality, and location
information that is used for the scheduling of new production. and as feedback on previously
scheduled production. This is the total finished product available for distribution or shipment.
This information is described in 7.8.

6.5.19 Process data

The process data information flows from the production control (3 .0) funct ions to the product
inventory control (7 .0) funct ions and the quality assurance (6.0 ) functions .

Process data is information about product ion processes . as re lated to specif ic products and
production requests . and is described in 7.8. Typical uses of process data are by quality
assurance as part of the QA functions . and by product inventory control where th is information
is needed as part of the fin ished product deliverables .
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6.5.20 Pack-out schedule

The pack -out schedule information flows from the production scheduling (2 .0) functions to the
product inventory control (7.0) funct ions.

A pack-out schedule is the consol idation of produced items of one or more stock -keep ing unit
for delivery to customers, inventory, or others .

6.5 .21 Product and process know-how

The product and process know-how information flows from the research development and
eng ineering (RD&E) functions to the production control (3 .0) funct ions . •

Product and process know-how typically includes standard operating procedures , recipes ,
critical safety limits, and analytical methods. Th is may be generated in response to operat ions
requests or or iginated by RD&E for new products and processes.

Elements of the product and process know-how information are presented in 7.6 and 7.7 and
in Figures 20 and 21.

6.5.22 Product and process information request

The product and process informati on request flows from the product ion control (3 .0) funct ions
to the RD&E functions.

A product and process information request is a request for new or modified product def initions
and process definitions.

6:5.23 Maintenance requests

The maintenance request information flows from the production control (3.0) funct ions to the
maintenance management (10.0) functions .

Ma intenance requests are requests for a maintenance function. This may be a planned
request or an unplanned request due to an unplanned event, such as a lightning strike on
a transformer.

6.5.24 Maintenance responses

The maintenance response information flows from the maintenance management (10 .0)
functions to the production control (3.0) functions.

Maintenance responses are the logged status or completion of routine , scheduled. or
unplanned ma intenance.

6.5 .25 Maintenance standards and methods

Maintenance standards and methods information flows from the production control (3 .0)
functions to the maintenance management (10.0) functions .

Maintenance standards and methods are typ ically accepted pract ices and procedures that
maintenance uses in performing its functions.

6.5.26 Maintenance technical feedback

Maintenance technical feedback information flows from the maintenance management (10 .0)
functions to the production control (3.0) functions.
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Maintenance technical feedback is typically information about the performance and rel iability
of production equipment and may include reporting on performed maintenance. Reports on
maintenance may include scheduled, preventive, or predictive.

6.5.27 Product and process technical feedback

Product and process technical feedback information flows from the production control (3.0)
functions to the RD&E functions.

Product and process technical feedback is information about the performance of production
equipment and product. Th is information generally results from performance tests and study
requests to operations control.

6.5.28 Maintenance purchase order requirements

Maintenance purchase order requirements information flows from the maintenance
management (10 .0) functions to the procurement (5.0) functions.

Maintenance purchase order requirements are information about materials and supplies
required to perform maintenance tasks .

6.5.29 Production order

Production order information flows from order processing (1.0) functions to production
scheduling (2.0) functions.

Production order is informat ion about accepted customer orders that defines work for the
plant.

6.5.30 Availability

Availability information flows from the production scheduling (2.0) functions to the order
processing (1.0) functions.

Ava ilability is information about the plant's ability to fulfil the order.

6.5.31 Release to ship

Release to ship information flows from the product shipping administration (9.0) functions to
the product inventory control (7.0) functions.

Release to ship is information about the permission to ship the product.

6.5.32 Confirm to ship

Confirm to ship information flows from the product inventory control (7.0) functions to the
product shipping administration (9.0).

Confirm to ship is information about the actual shipment of product.

7 Object model

7.1 Model explanation

Subc lause 7.2.1 is an overview of the information conta ined in the object model and provides
a context for the object models . It Includes the general categories of information given in extra
detail," 7.2 .2, 7.2.3, and 7.2.4.
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7.2 Categories of information

7.2.1 Information areas

Most of the information described in the Clause 6 model falls into the following three main
areas .

a) Information about the capabi lity to produce a product.

b) Information requ ired to produce a product.

c) Information about actual production of the product.

Some information in each of these three areas is shared between the manufacturing control
systems and the other business systems, as illustrated in Figure 6. Venn diagrams are used
to illustrate the overlap of information. This standard is only concerned with the overlapping
information in the Venn diagrams, and with presenting a model and common terminology for
that information.

Plant production scheduling.
operational management, etc

Manufacturing operations and control information

Area supervision, production,
scheduling, reliability, assurance, etc.

Figure 6 - Areas of information exchange

7.2.2 Production capability information

7.2.2.1 Production capability information categories

There are three main areas of information about the production ~~pa.bility that have ~ ignificant
overlap. The three areas of information are pro?uction. capability information, maintenance
information, and capacity scheduling information. Figure 7 Illustrates the overlapping

information.
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Production
capability

information

Production capacity

Production equipment status

Maintenance
information

___:....- --.'-_ Scheduled production equipment availability

....__-->,,--:>~---Preventive/predictive maintenance information

Figure 7 - Production capability information

7.2.2.2 Production capability information

For each site, area , and element within the area there is a presentation of the production
capability of the personnel, equipment. and materials.

The production capability information includes the current state of what is available as
updated by the production capability model in Figure 18.

7.2 .2.3 Maintenance information

For each site . area. and element within the area there is a listing of the equipment as required
for maintenance. This includes maintenance records and other information that is not part of
the production capability model.

The maintenance information includes the current maintenance state of the equipment, as
shown by information in the production capability model shown in Figure 18.

7.2.2.4 Capacity scheduling information

The capacity scheduling information contains the process segments available for the product
unit. process cell, or production line. .

For each site. area, and equipment element within the area there is a presentation of the
product ion capacity of the personnel. equipment. and materials needed for scheduling of
production .

7.2.2.5 Production equipment status

Product ion equ ipment status is information shared between the capability model of the
equ ipment and the maintenance model. This includes the listing of the equ ipment , the current
status of the equipment , and the usage history of the equipment.
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7.2.2.6 Production capacity

Production capacity is defined as the information shared between the production capability
model and the capacity scheduling model. This includes the listing of the capacuy and current
status of the personnel , equipment, and materials.

7.2.2.7 Scheduled production equipment availability

Scheduled product ion equipment availability is a dynamic interaction of production capability
information, maintenance information, and capacity scheduling information that allows
forecasting of scheduled production equipment availability.

7.2.2.8 Preventive/predictive maintenance information

Preventive/predictive maintenance information is the correlation of equipment health and
maintenance requirements with capacity scheduling information so as to align maintenance
processes and adjust the capacity scheduling information during the maintenance processes .

7.2.2.9 Process segment capability

A capability may be given in terms of a process segment. Process segments show the
business view of a part of the manufacturing process. The capabilit ies may specify specific
capabilities or the class of capability (such as class of equipment) needed for the process
segment. Figure 8 illustrates how capabilities relate to process segments.

A manual process segment may define the class of materials and class of personnel
needed for production.

A semi-automated process segment may define the class of materials . personnel , and
equipment needed.

A non -material process segment, such as an equipment set-up segment . may define the
class of equipment and personnel used.

An automated process segment may only define the material and equipment classes
needed .

All material available for production

Manual process segments, such as repack

All available equipment capabilities

+_--\-- All available personnel capabilities

+f--~----I-- Semi-automated process segments

+--~C7"'''----Non-material segments such as equipment set-up

Equipment
capability +_--t'-----

Material
capability

Automated
process
segments

Figure 8 - Process segment capabilities
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7.2.3 Product definition information

7.2.3.1 Product definition information categories

There are three main areas of information required for the production of a specific product
that have significant overlap. The three areas are informatio.n f?r schedulinq , material
information, and production rules. Figure 9 illustrates the overlapping intormation.

Product
production

rules

Production information on a specificproductwith
the detail required for actualproduction

Product segment

Material information on a specificproduct, including
information not related to production (for example,
shipping materials)

Scheduling information on a specificproduct,
including information that is not related to production
(for example, material order)

Figure 9 - Production information definition

7.2.3.2 Product production rules

Product production rules are the information used to instruct a manufacturing operation how
to produce a product. This may be called a general site or master recipe (IEC 61512·1
def initions) , product data AP (application protocol) as defined in ISO 10303-1, standard
operating procedure (SOP) , standard operating conditions (SOC). routing, or assembly steps
based on the production strategy used.

7.2 .3.3 Bill of material

The bill of material is a list of all materials requ ired to produce a product showing the quantity
of each required . These may be raw materials , intermediate materials, subassemblies, parts,
and consumables. This list does not contain the breakdown of where the materials are used
or when they are needed. but it may be organized in a hierarchical manner that maps to some
of the production steps . The bill of material often includes material that is not related to
production of the product, such as shipping materials or included documentation. The bill of
material is a subset of the bill of resources .

The manufacturing bill is the subset of the bill of material that is related to production.

7.2.3.4 Bill of resources

The bill of resources is the list of all resources required to produce a product. Resources may
include materials, personnel. equipment. energy. and consumables . The bill of resources
does not contain the specific production steps. but it may be organized in a hierarchical
manner that maps to some of the product ion steps .
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Product segment is the overlap of information between product product ion rules and the bill of
reso urces.. 1t de.scribes a jO? or task cons ist ing of one of more work elements , usually carried
out essent ia lly In one location. A product segment is the most detailed process view for the
bus iness system to control material, labour, resource usage, cost , and quality in order to
control the product ion .

Product segments may correspond to

a) IEC 615 12-1 process stages, process operations, unit procedures , or operat ions for batch
manufacturing ;

b) production unit ope rat ions for con tinuous manufactur ing ;

c) assembly steps and assembly actions for discrete manufacturing ;

d) other types of identif iable time spans for other types of manufactur ing .

The example in Fig ure 10 illustrates product segments in a Gantt-type chart with time on the
horizontal ax is and each box correspond ing to a different product segment .

Production routing is the overlap of information between the product product ion rule
information and bill of resou rces informati on without the bill of material information. It
represents all of the non -material aspects of production such as equipment, labour, and
energy. Production routings inc lude an ordered sequence of product segments .

Material rout ing is the overlap of information between the production rule information and the
bi ll of material info rma tion . It represents both the production material inputs and where they
are used in product segments .

Product segments

- . ' .-' , , , .
t"'rocess cell ff I ._•••••- 1«"- -' , , , , .

~" "
,, , . ,, , ,

\Procedurepreraix'" , , .,. , , r

~ Unrt . S I~..-... , ,, , . ,.,. ,, , . ,, , , ,: ,, ,
,> , , ,, , ,Unit procedure fill ~" ,, , : ,

I Umt. 5 I , , ,
,, , ·¥

, ,, : ·Unit procedure mi~ , , ·, , ,I UniUS ~
, , ,, , .

i
, .

~nlt procedure dratn ,: \,
t.lanufacturing line '3
:' Step A23 \, \

_ ... In __-":" _
Inotr\JCtlOr1 pour

!

Time line

Figure 10 - Example of process segments

7.2.3.6 Overlapping areas

Figure 9 illustrates the overlap of informati on between different areas but . is not me~nt to

t th t or i rtance of the information Different manufacturing and business
retprtes~n ~llamhoun d~frf Impot amo unts of information' shared between the different areas.
s ra eqres WI ave I eren I Th I It ide of the r gu e
Figure 11 ill ustrates the amount of information in two examp es . e e Sl I r
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shows an example where the manufacturing systems ma intain most of the inform.ation
requ ired for a product. The right side of the figure shows an example where the business
systems maintain most of the information.

Product
productio

rules

Bill of
resources

Figure 11 - Possible information overlaps

7.2.4 Production information

7.2.4.1 Production information categories

There are three main areas of information about actual production that have significant
overlap. These three areas are production information , inventory information, and the
production scheduling information. Figure 12 shows the overlap between the areas of
information.

Production history information about actual production of products

Production material information

+-,L--___ Scheduling information on production

___~.--_Information on all inventoried material
and equipment

----"'<:--·--+-Production schedule and performance

Production
scheduling
information

Production
history

information

Production
segment
information

Figure 12 - Production information

7.2 .4.2 Production history information

Pr~duction history information i.s all of the information recorded about production of a product.
Th is may be called by many names. such as the batch journa l. product log , or trave lle r.
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Production inventory information is ~II of the information about inventoried materials, including
the current status of the materials. TYPically all consumed and produced materials
are maintained in the production inventory information, and sometimes intermediates are
maintained if they are needed for financial evaluation. In some industries this may include
energy information.

7.2.4.4 Production scheduling information

The scheduling model contains all of the information about the execution of scheduled
production runs.

7.2.4.5 Production segment information

The production segment information is the part of the production history information that
contains information on the segments of production and is used for scheduling.

7.2.4.6 Production material information

The production material information is the part of the production history information that
contains information on material that is used by inventory.

7.2.4.7 Production schedule and performance

Production schedule and performance information is shared among production information,
inventory information, and scheduling information. This includes the listing of the raw
materials consumed, materials produced, and materials scrapped. It also includes the
discussion of how long segments of production actually took and how much material was
produced and consumed by specific segments of production. This information is generally
used to track actual production against production requests and as feedback to the scheduling
cycle.

7.2.5 Process segment

Given the previous definitions, a process segment is the collection of capabilities needed for a
segment of production, independent of any particular product. This may include material,
energy, personnel, or equipment capabilities as presented in 7.6.1.

There is a relationship among the collection of process segments, the product segment
listings for each product, and the segment requirements for any specific production request.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 13. A product segment references a process segment
known to production, and a segment requirement references a known product segment of the
product being manufactured.
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Collection of
process segments

E
D

A
Process

segment

Parameters
Equipment
Material
P~

E

Product parameters
Equipment specrtkations
Material specifications
Personnel specifkations

Reference

Segment requirements for
a specific production request

(for example, lot 123
of product YYY)

c:J[EJ
§Production parameters

Equipment requirement
Material requ irement
Personnel requirement

Figure 13 - Segment relationships

7.3 Object model structure

The object models are depicted using the unified modelling language (UML) notational
methodology, as defined in ISO/IEG 19501-1. The diagrams have been kept simple and as a
result a single object may appear on multiple diagrams.

Table 2 defines the UML notations used in the object diagrams.
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Table 2 - UML notation used

Symbol Definition

r. Defines a package , a collection of object models , state models. use
classes, and other UML models. In this document a package is used 10
specify an external model, such as a production rule model or a reference
to another part of the model.

2 Defines a class of objects , each with the same types of attributes. Each
object is uniquely identif iable or enumerable. No operations or methods are
listed for the classes. Att ributes with a • - " before the ir name indicate
attributes tha t are generally opt ional in any use of the class.

An association between elements of a class and elements of another or the
same class . Each association is identified. May have the expected number

Role 1.. 1 or range of members of the subclass , when 'n ' indicates an indeterminate
O__ n Assoc iation name Role number. For example , O,n means that zero or more members of the

subclass may exist.

''' fo'
Generalization (arrow points to the super class) shows that an element of
the class is a spec ialized type of the super class .

Depends on >
Dependence (t ightly bound relat ionsh ip between the items) shows that an
element of the class depends on an element of another class .

Is an aggregation of 0 Aggregation (made up of) shows that an element of the class ' is made up of
elements of other classes .

Is a composite of + Composite shows a strong form of aggregation. which requires that a part
instance be included in at most one compos ite at a time and that the
composite object has sole responsibil ity for dispos ition of its parts .

7.4 Object model extensibility

The general model for allowing extensibility to the information exchange is through the
addition of propert ies to the objects. There may be sets of extensions that are business
specific; for example , the food and beverage business may have commonly understood
extensions that relate to nutritional content and caloric content.

7.5 Resources and views

7.5.1 Personnel information

7.5.1.1 Personnel model

The personnel model contains the information about specific personnel, classes of personnel,
and qual ifications of personnel. Figure 14 illustrates the personnel model. This corresponds to
a resource model for personnel, as given in ISO 15704 and ISO 15531-1.
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Qualification
test

resultthe
of> '-- ......

obtaining a >

Personnel O..n
Person

class O..n Definedby

Has~~ ~~
Has

properties values for>

of>

O..n O..n

Personnel Maps to Person

class property
<----------------- property

Is tested l..n O..n
bya>

Qualification
--------

O..n O..n Records
test execution

specification Defines a
procedurefor..

Figure 14 - Personnel model

7.5.1.2 Personnel class

A representation of a grouping of persons with similar characteristics for purposes of
scheduling and planning shall be known as a personnel class. Any person may be a member
of zero or more personnel classes.

NOTE Examples of personnel classes are cook machine mechanics , slicing machine operators, cat-cracker
operator, and zipper line inspectors.

7.5.1.3 Personnel class property

Properties of a personnel class shall be shown as personnel class properties . Each personnel
class shall have zero or more recognized properties.

NOTE Examples of personnel class properties for the personnel class operators are class 1 certified, class 2
certified, night shift . and exposure hours .

Production requests may specify required personnel class property requirements for a product
segment.

7.5.1.4 Person

A representation of a specifically identified individual shall be presented as a person. A per
son may be a member of zero or more personnel classes.

Person shall include a unique identification of the individual

7.5.1.5 Person property

Properties of a person shall be listed as person properties. Each person shall have zero or
more person properties. These specify the current property values of the person for the
associated personnel property.

NOTE For example . a person property may be night shift and its value would be available, and a person property
may be exposure hours available and its value would be 4.

~erson .properties may include the current availability of a person and other current
information. such as location and assigned activity, and the unit of measure of the
current information.
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7.5.1.6 Qualif ication test specification

A re present~ ti o n of a qua.li.fica.tion test shall be p!esented as a qualificat ion test specifica tion.
A qualif ication test spec ificat ion. ~ay b~ associated with either or both a personnel ,class
property or person property . This IS tYPlca~IX used where a qualification test is required to
ensure tha~ a person ~~s ~ he correct training and/or experience for specif ic operat ions.
A qualification test specification may test for one or more properties.

A qualification test specification shall include

a) an identif ication of the test ;

b) a vers ion of the test;

c) a descript ion of the test.

7.5.1.7 Qualification test result

The results from a qua lif icat ion test for a specific person shall be given as a qualif icat ion test
result.

A qual ification test result shall include

d) the date of the test ;

e) the result of the test (fo r example, passed or failed) ;

f) the exp iration date of the qualification.

7.5.2 Equipment information

7.5.2.1 Equipment model

The equipment model contains the information about specific equipment, the classes of
equipment, equ ipment capability tests, and maintenance information associated with
equipment. Figure 15 illustrates the equipment model. This corresponds to a resource model
for equipment, as given in ISO 15704 and ISO 15531·1.

m>

generated lor >

obtalnong a

< May be made up of Maintenance
? Is against request

O..n I 6 1..1 ~
O..nIMay result .

Equipment O..n
Equipment

c lass O..n 0..1
Defined by <

1..1 ~ Maintenance
~~ ~~

Has Has Is made work order
properties values for > against <

of >
1 1..1

O_n
O..n Maybe

O..n

Maintenance
Equipment ~------~~~~~- ----- Equipment response

class property property

Is tested I..n O..n
bya>

-----------1~ I
Equipment

O..n O..n Recordsthe result
capabil ity test

Defines a execution 01 >
specification procedure for

>

Figure 15 - Equipment model
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7.5.2.2 Equipment class

A representation of a groupi ng of equipment ~ith similar charac.teristics fo.r purposes of
scheduling and plann ing shall be used as an equipment class. Any piece of equipment may be
a member of zero or more equipment classes.

NOTE Examples of equipment classes are reactor unit, bottling line and hor izontal dr ill press .

7.5.2.3 Equipment class property

Properties of an equipment class shall be listed as equ ipment class properties . Each may
have zero or more recogn ized properties.

NOTE Examples of equipment class properties for the equipment class reactor unit may be lining material , BTU
extraction rate and volume .

Production requests may spec ify equipment property requirements for a product segment.

7.5.2.4 Equipment

A representation of the elements of the equipment hierarchy model shown in 5.3 shall be
known as equipment. Equipment may be a listing of sites , areas , production units, production
lines, work cells , process cells , or units.

Equipment may be made up of other equipment, as presented in the equ ipment hierarchy
model. For example, a production line may be made up of work cells .

NOTE Examples of equipment are reactor unit #1 , bottling line #1 and horizontal drill press #4.

7.5.2.5 Equipment property

Properties of equipment shall be listed as equipment properties. An equipment shall have
zero or more equipment properties. These specify the current property values of the
equipment for the associated equipment class property. Equipment properties may include
a unit of measure .

NOTE 1 For example, an equipment class property may be volume with a value of 50 000 with a unit of measure
of li tres. an equipment property may be lin ing mate rial with a value of glass.

NOTE 2 Examples of equipment properties are

the current availability of equipment;
other current information , such as when calibration is needed;
maintenance status ;
the current state of the equipment;
performance values .

7.5.2.6 Equipment capability test specification

A repres~ntation of.a capability .t~st shall be presented as an equipment capability test
specification: ~n eq~lpment capability test specification may be associated with an equipment
property. Thl~. IS typically ~sed where a test is required to ensure that the equipment has the
rate~ capability. ~n equipment capability test specification may test for one or more
equipment properties.

An equipment capabi lity test specification shall include

a) an identification of the test;

b) a vers ion of the test;

c) a descript ion of the test.
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The results from a qualification test for a specific piece of equipment shall be shown as an
equ ipment capability test result.

An equ ipment capability test result shall include

a) the date of the test;

b) the result of the test (passed-failed or quantitative result) ;

c) the expirat ion date of the test.

7.5.2.8 Maintenance information

The overlap of information between manufacturing control and maintenance is in the
equ ipment area. This is represented as maintenance requests, maintenance responses. and
work orders associated to specific equipment.

7.5.2.9 Maintenance request

A request for maintenance shall be presented as a maintenance request. A maintenance
request shall be made against specific equipment. There may be many outstanding
maintenance requests against a piece of equipment.

Maintenance requests shall include

a) the person who made the request;

b) the date and time of the request ;

c) the data and time of resolution needed;

d) the equipment associated with the request;

e) a description of the request ;

f) a pr iority.

7.5.2.10 Maintenance work order

Work done against a maintenance request shall be presented as a .maintenance work order.
Zero or more maintenance work orders may be generated from a maintenance request.

Maintenance work orders shall include

a) the associated person or personnel class assigned;

b) the assigned priority of the work order;

c) the status of the work order (for example, pending, in process) .

7.5.2.11 Maintenance response.

A response to a maintenance request shall be presented as a maintenance response. A main
tenance response shall be made against a maintenance work order.

Maintenance responses shall include

a) the date and time of the response;

b) the person who responded to the work order;

c) a description of the response;

d) the result of the work order.
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7.5.3 Material information

7.5.3.1 Material model
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Figure 16 - Material model

7.5.3.2 Material definition

A representation of goods with similar cha racterist ics for scheduling and plan ning pu rposes
shall be shown as a mater ial definit ion.

NOTE Examples 01 these may be city water , hydroch lor ic acid and grade B alum inium.

The materials may be identified as raw, intermediate, or final and may have other state
information, such as availab ility of safety information.

Any material lot shall be assoc iated with one material definition.

Material definitions may also be related to a production request. The same material may have
differe nt representations for different product ion requests , depending on specific customer
requirements.

7.5.3.3 Material definition property

Propert ies of a mater ial def inition shall be defined as material def init ion properties . A material
definition sha ll be further characterized through zero or more material def init ion propert ies .

NOTE Examples 01material definition property include density , pH factor or material streng th.

Propert ies may prese nt the nominal or standard values for the material.

7.5.3.4 Material class

A representation of groupings of material defin itions for use in production schedul ing or
process ing shall be def ined as a material class.

NOTE An example 01 a mater ial clas s may be sweetener, with members of fructose, corn syrup and sugar cane
syrup. Another example of a material class may be wate r. with members 01 city water, recycled water and sp ring
water. 40
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A material definition shall belong to zero or more material classes.

7.5.3.5 Material class property

Properties of a material c!ass shall be presented as material class properties. A material class
shall be further charactenzed through zero or more material class properties.

NOTE Examples of material class properties include density . pH factor, and material strength .

The material class properties often list the nominal , or standard, values for the material. A
material property does not have to match a material class property.

7.5.3.6 Material lot

A representation of a uniquely identified specific amount of material, either countable or
weighable shall be named as a material lot. A material lot describes the actual total quantity
or amount of material available, its current state, and its specific property values .

Materials may be made up of other materials but that association is not described in this
model.

A material lot shall include

a) a unique identification of the lot;

b) the amount of material (count or weight);

c) the unit of measure of the material (lor example, parts, kg, tons) ;

d) a location for the material;

e) any status of the lot.

A material lot may be made up of material sublots. Material lots and mater ial sublots may be
used for traceability when they contain unique identifications.

7.5.3.7 Material lot property

Each material can have unique values for zero or more material lot properties, such as
a specific pH value for the specific lot of material, or a specific density for the lot of material.

7.5.3.8 Material sublot

A material lot may be stored in separately identifiable quantities. Eac~ separately identifiable
quantity of the same material lot shall be presented as a matenal sublot. All matenal
sublots contain the same material lot, so they use the material lot element's property values .
A material sublot may be just a single item.

Each material sublot shall contain the location of the sublot and the quant ity or amount of
material available in the sublot.

Material sublots may contain other sublots.

NOTE For example. a sublot may be a pallet, each box on the pallet may also be a sublot, and each material
blister pack in the box may also be a sublot.

A material sublot shall include

a) a unique identification of the sublot;

b) the location of the sublot;

c) the unit of measure of the material (for example, parts, kg, tons);

d) any status of the sublot.
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7.5.3.9 QA test specification

A representation of a quality assurance (QA) test shall be shown .as a ~A. ~est specifi?ation. A
QA test specification shall be assoc iated with one or more maten.al definition properties. This
is typically used where a test is required to ensure that the material has the required property
value. A QA test specification may identify a test for one or more material defin ition
properties. Not all properties need to have a defined QA test specif ication.

QA test specifications may also be related to a production request. The same material may
have different spec ificat ions for different production requests, depending on specific customer
requirements .

A QA test specification shall include

a) an identification of the test;

b) a version of the test;

c) a descr iption of the test.

7.5.3.10 QA test results

A representation of the results from the execution of a qual ity assurance test shall be
presented as a QA test result. A QA test result records the results from a QA tes t for a
specific mater ial lot. The following are some characterist ics of QA test results.

a) They shall be related to a material lot.

b) They may be related to a production request.

c) They may be associated with a spec ific production response .

d) They may be related to a specif ic process segment.

e) They may include a pass/fail status of the test.

f) They may include quantitative information of the tests.

g) They may include the granting or refusing of an in-p rocess or fin ished goods waiver
request.

h) They may be related to a product characteristic .

QA test results may be associated with a specific production response.

7.5.4 Process segment information

7.5.4.1 Process segment model

The process segment model contains information about the commonly used process
segments. Figure 17 illustrates the process segment mode l.
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Figure 17 - Process segment model

Process segment

A process segment lists the classes of personnel, equipment, and material needed, and/or it
may present specific resources, such as specific equipment needed . A process segment may
list the quantity of the resource needed.

A process segment is related to a product segment that can occur during production. as
presented in the product information model in 7.7. A process segment may relate to one
or more products.

Process segment may identify

a) the time duration associated with the capab ility;

NOTE Five hours or 5 hours/l00 kg.

b) constraint rules associated with ordering or sequencing of segments .

A process segment may be made up of other process segments , in a hierarchy of defin itions.
Figure 17 illustrates the elements of a process segment.

Process segments may contain specifications of specific resourc~s req.uired by. the proc~ss
segment. Process segments may contain parameters that can be listed In specific production

requests.
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7.5.4.3 Process segment parameter

. d f a segment shall be shown as process segment parameters.Specific parameters require or

Product colours . quality requirements, assembly options and packagingNOTE Examples of parameters are
options.

7.5.4.4 Personnel segment specification

I es that are required for a process segment shall be presented as personnelPersonne resourc
segment specifications.

NOTE Examples include the requirement for three lathe machine operators or a certified inspector.

Specific properties that are required are specified in personnel segment specification
properties.

7.5.4.5 Equipment segment specification

Equipment resources that are required for a process segment shall be presented as
equipment segment specifications.

NOTE Examples include the requirement for three lathe machines or a certified test chamber.

Specific properties that are required are specified in equipment segment specification
properties.

7.5.4.6 Material segment specification

Material resources that are required for a process segment shall be listed as material
segment specifications.

NOTE Examples include the requirement for distilled water or hydrochloric acid.

Specific properties that are required are specified in material segment specification
properties.

7.5 .4.7 Process segment dependency

Process segment dependencies can be used to describe process dependencies that are
independent of any particular product.

NOTE For example. a process segment dependency may define that an inspection segment must follow an
assembly segment.

7.6 Production capability information

7.6.1 Production capability model

The production capability information is the collection of information about all resources for
pro~uction for selected times. This information corresponds to the overlap of information
depicted in Figure 7. This is made up of information about equipment, material, personnel,
and proces~ segments. It describes the names, terms, statuses, and quantities of which ~he
manufactunng control system has knowledge. The production capability information contains
the vocabulary for capacity scheduling and maintenance information.

Figure. 18 illustrates the model for production capability. A production capability is the
collection of pe!~?nnel capabilities, equipment capabilities, material capabilities, and process
seg~ent capab,htles, for a given segment of time (current or future), and listed as committed,
available, and unattainable .
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Figure 18 - Production capability model

7.6.2 Personnel capability

A representation of the capability of persons or personnel classes that is committed,
available, or unattainable for a defined time shall be known as a personnel capability.
Personnel capability may contain references to either persons or personnel classes . Persons
and personnel classes are shown in the personnel model in 7.5.1.

Personnel capability shall identify

a) the availability (available, unattainable, committed);

b) the time associated with the availability (for example. third shift on a specific date).

Specific personnel capabilities shall be presented in personnel capability properties. The
personnel capability property may include the quantity of the resource referenced.

NOTE For example, 3 horizontal drill press operators available for the third shift on 2000-02-29.

7.6.3 Equipment capability

A representation of the capability of equipment or equipment classes that is committed.
available, or unattainable for a specific time shall be used as an equipment capability.
Equipment capability may contain references to either equipment or equipment classes.
Equipment and equipment classes are presented in the equipment model given in 7.5 .2.
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Equipment capability shall identify

a) the availability (available, unattainable, committed);

b) the time associated with the availability (for example , third shift on a specific date) .

Specific equipment capabilities sh~1I be used in .equipment capability properties, The
equipment capability properties may Include the quantity of the resource referenced .

NOTE For example, 3 horizontal drill presses currently available ,

7.6.4 Material capability

A representation of the capability of material that is committed, ava ilable, or unattainable for a
specific time shall be used as a material capability. Material capabil ity is used for material lots
or sublots. This includes information that is associated with the functions of material
and energy control (4.0) and product inventory control (7.0). The currently ava ilable and
committed material capability is the inventory. WIP (work in progress) is a material capabil ity
currently under the control of production.

Material capability shall identify

a) the availability (available, unattainable, committed);

b) the time associated with the availability (for example , third shift on a specific date).

Specific material capabilities shall be listed in material capability properties. The material
capability properties may include the quantity of the material referenced.

NOTE For example. 3 sublots in building 3 of mater ial starch lot #12345 committed to production for 2000·02·29.

7.6.5 Process segment capability

A rep~esentation of a logical grouping of personnel resources, equ ipment resources , and
~atenal th~t is committed, available, or unavailable for a given process segment for a specific
time (see Figure 19) shall be used as a process segment capability.

A proc~ss segment cap~bility is related to a product segment that can occur during
produ~t,lon, as presented In the product defin ition model given in 7.7. A process segment
capability may relate to one or more products.

Process segment capability shall identify

a) the capability type (available, unattainable, committed);

b) the time associated with the capability (for example, third shift on a specific date).

Process segment capabilities shall be made up of

a) personnel segment capabil ities, which lists specific properties required in personnel
segment capability properties;

b) equipment segment capabilities which lists specific properties required in equipment
capability properties; ,

c) material segment capabilif hi h \' " . ., . . res, w IC ists specific properties required in material segmentcapabIlity croeerues.
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Figure 19 - Process segment capability model

7.6.6 Production capacity types

The collection of available capacity, committed capac ity, and unattainable capacity shall be
shown as production capacity, as depicted in Figure 20. The production capacity is the
theoret ical maximum capability available for use in production .

a) Committed capacity defines resources that are committed to future production, usually
due to existing schedules and/or materials in production.

b) Unattainable capacity defines resources that are not attainable given the equipment
condition (such as equipment out of service for maintenance), equipment utilization (such
as 75 % of a vessel filled and the other 25 % not available for other products) , personnel
ava ilabil ity (such as vacations), and material availability.

c) Available capacity defines the resources that are available for additional production and
not committed to production.

d) A capacity may be identified as current, or may be identified for future times , as dep icted
in Figure 20.

e) Production capacity may change over time as equipment, material , and personnel
capability is added, modified, or removed.

f) The capability includes the capacity of the resource.
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7.7 Product definition information

7.7.1 Product definition model

The product definition information is information shared between production rules, bill of
material, and bill of resources. These three external models are represented by packages in
Figure 21; their definitions are outside the scope of this document. The model in this clause
presents the information shown in the shaded areas of Figure 9.
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Figure 21 - Product definition model

7.7.2 Product definition

A product definition contains a list ing of the exchanged information about a product. The
information is used in a set of product segments . A product defin ition has a reference to a bill
of materials , a product production rule , and a bill of resources .

7.7.3 Product segment

The values needed to quantify a segment for a specific product shall be used as a product
segment. A product segment identifies, references, or corresponds to a process segment. A
product segment is related to a speci fic product, while a process segment is product
independent.

NOTE Exa mples include the requ irement of a spec if ic number of operators with spe ci fic qua lif ications .

The collection of product segments for a product gives the sequence and ordering of
segments required to manufacture a product in suffic ient deta il for production plann ing and
schedUling . The corresponding production rule presents the additional detail requ ired for
actual production.
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A product segment shall use zero or more resou~ces , w~i~h ~orrespond to an equ ipment
specification, a personnel specif ication or a material speclflcatl~n. A product segment may
have parameter values for parameters spec ified in the correspondmg process segment.

7 .7.4 Product parameter

The production rule definition is outside the scope of this document, but a production rule may
have an associated set of zero or more product parameters per product segment for each
product presented . The product parameters present the names and types of the values that
may be sent to the control system to parameterize the product.

NOTE Examples of product parameter specif ications are pH of 3,5 , pressure limit of 35 psi, and flange colour =
orange.

Product parameters shall include

a) an identification of the parameter;

b) the units of measure of the parameter value.

Product parameters should include

1) a default value for the parameter;

2) possible ranges of the parameter value - may include alarm or qual ity ranges;

3) tolerances for acceptable parameter values.

7.7.5 Personnel specification

An identification, reference, or correspondence to a personnel capability shall be presented
as a personnel specification. A personnel specification usually specif ies personnel class but
may specify a person. This identifies the specific personnel capability that is associated with
the identified product segment.

A personnel specification shall include

a) an identif ication of the personnel capability needed;

b) the quantity of the personnel capability needed ;

c) the unit of measure of the quantity.

Specif ic eleme~t.s a~sociated with a personnel specification may be included in one or more
personnel specitication properties.

NOTE Examples . 01 personnel specification properties are train ing level required, specific skill requ ired, and
exposure availability.

7.7.6 Equipment specification

An identi ficat ion.. .ref~rence, or correspondence to an equipment capabil ity shall be used as an
equipment specltrcettcn. An equipment specification may specify either an equipment class or
a pl~ce ~f . equipment. This identifies the specific equipment capability that is associated with
the Identified product segment.

An equipment specif icat ion shall include

a) an iden!i!icatio~ of the equipment capability needed either as the equipment class needed
or specific equipment;

b) the quant ity of the equipment capab ility needed;

c) the unit of measure of the quantity.
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Specific elements associated with an equipment specification ma b . I d d .
equipment specification properties . y e IOC u e In one or more

NOTE Examples of equipment specification properties are mater ial of constr en .
and min imum heat extraction amount. u ron, maximum mater iat capacity .

7.7.7 Material specification

An i~~ntif.ication or co.rrespon?~nc~ to a material capability shall be presented as a material
specification. A material specification specifies a mater ial or a mater ial class. This identifies
the spec ific material specification that is associated with the identified product segment.

A material specification shall include

a) an ident ification of the material needed;

b) the quantity of the material needed ;

c) the unit of measure of the quantity.

Specific elements associated with a material specification may be included in one or more
material specification properties.

NOTE Examples of material spec ification properties are colour range, density tolerance. and maximum scrap
content.

7.7.8 Manufacturing bill

The identification of the material or material classes that are needed for production of the
product shall be known as a manufacturing bill.

The manufacturing bill includes all uses of the material in production of the product, while the
product segment material specification gives just the amount used in a segment of production.

NOTE For example , a manufacturing bill may identify 55 Type C left -threaded screws, where 20 are used in one
product segment;20 in another product segment. and 15 in a third product segment.

7.7.9 Product segment dependency

Product segment dependencies can be used to describe dependencies that are proauct
specific.

NOTE For example . a product segment dependency may define that a wheel assembly and a frame assembly are
able to run in parallel.

7.8 Production information

7.8.1 Production information models

Production information is presented in two models, shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. Th~se
correspond to requests for production and responses to the requests, a request for production
becomes the schedule and the response becomes the production performance.

7.8.2 Production schedule information

7.8.2.1 Production schedule model

The production schedule shown in Figure 22 represents the hashed information shown in
Figure 12.
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7.8.2.2 Production schedule

A request for production shall be listed as a production schedule. A production schedule shall
be made up of one or more production requests .

7.8.2.3 Production request

A request for production for a single product ident ified by a production rule shall be shown as
a production request. A production request contains the information required by manu
facturing to fulfil scheduled production. This may be a subset of the business production ?rder
information, or it may contain additional information not normally used by the business
system.

A production request may identify or reference the assoc iated production rule. A production
request shall contain at least one segment requirement, even if it spans all production of the
product. If not uniquely given by the production rule, then a segment requ irement sh~1I
contain at least one material produced requirement with the ident ification, quantity, and Units
of measure of the material to be produced.

A production request may include

a} when to start production, typically used if a scheduling system controls the schedule;

b) ~h~n the production is to be finished, typically used if the manufacturing system controls
Its mternal schedule to meet deadlines ;
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c) the prior ity of the request , typically used if exact ordering of production is not externally
scheduled;

d) a pack-out schedule;

e) a pre-assigned lot identification for the produced material.

A, pro.duction reques,t ":lay ~~ reported on by one or more production responses, In some
situations, th~ material Identification, producti?n rule identification, and material quantity may
~e all ~hat IS need~~ for ,the ma,nufacturmg. Other situations may require addit ional
mformatlon. T~e additional , intorrnatlon may be described in the production parameters,
personnel requirements, equipment requirements, and material requirements.

7.8.2.4 Segment requirement

A pr?duction request shall be made up of one or more segment requirements . Each segment
requ!rement ,shall. ~orrespond to, or reference, an identified process segment. The segment
requirement Identifies or references the segment capability to which the associated personnel,
equipment, materials, and production parameters correspond.

The personnel requirement property, equipment requirement property and product parameter
shall align with the personnel property, equipment property, and product parameters sent as
part of a production request. If the scheduling function sends information that is not
understood by the receiving control function, then that information cannot be used with in the
control function. Likewise the scheduling function has to be able to determ ine what
information can be accepted by the control function .

7.8.2.5 Personnel requirement

The identification of the number, type, duration, and scheduling of specific certif ications and
job classifications needed to support the current production request shall be ident ified as a
personnel requirement. Properties of the personnel requirement shall be identified as
personnel requirement properties.

NOTE 1 Examples of job classification types include mechanics . operators. health and protection. and inspectors.

NOTE 2 For example, there may be a requirement for one operator with a specif ied level of certif icat ion available
2 h after production starts. There would be one personnel requirement for the requirement for the operator and two
personnel requ irement properties. one for the certification level and one for the time requirement.

A personnel requirement shall include

a) the identification of the personnel needed, such as milling machine operator;

b) the quantity of personnel needed.

Specific elements associated with each personnel requirement may be included in one or
more personnel requirement properties.

NOTE Examples of personnel requirement property elements are training and cert ification " specif ic Skill. physical
location. sen iority level . exposure level. training cert ification. secur ity level . experience level. phYSical
requirements. and overtime limitations and restr ictions.

7.8.2.6 Equipment requirement

The identification of the number, type, duration, and scheduling of specific equipment ~nd
equipment classifications or equipment constraints needed ~o support the, current pro,ductlOn
request shall be used as an equipment requirement. Properties of th~ equipment reqUl,rement
shall be identified as equipment requirement properties. The production r~quest may I~clude
one or more equipment requirements. Requirements ~an be as generic as materials of
construction, or as specific as a part icular piece of equipment. Each of these requirements
shall be an instance of the equipment requirement class .

Each equipment requirement identifies a gene~al class of equipment (such . ~s ~eactor
vessels) , a specific class of equipment (such as Isothermal reactors), or a specitic piece or
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f . ent (such as isothermal reactor #7). The spec ific requirements on theset 0 squrprn . '
equipment, or equipment class are listed as equipment requirement property objects.

An equipment requirement shall include

a) the identification of the equipment needed, such as milling machine;

b) the quantity of equipment needed.

Specific elements associated with each equipment requirement may be included in one or
more equipment requirement properties.

NOTE Examples of equipment requirement properties are material of construction and min imum equipment
capacity.

7.8.2.7 Material produced requirement

An identification of a material to be produced from the production request shall be presented
as a material produced requirement.

A material produced requirement shall include

a) the total quantity of the material to be produced;

b) the unit of measure of the quantity, such as 5 000 Ibs.

Properties of the material produced requirement shall be identified as material produced
requirement properties. Specific elements associated with each material produced require
ment may be included in one or more material produced requirement properties.

NOTE Examples of material produced requirement properties are

- fal content;
- octane rating;
- delivery locations ;
- material lot identification (such as starch lot #45663) to be ass igned to the material;

identification of sublots .

7.8.2.8 Material consumed requirement

An identification of a material to be used in the production request shall be listed as a material
consumed requirement.

A material consumed requirement shall include

a) the total quantity of the material to be used;

b) the unit of measure of the quantity, such as 5 000 kg;

c) an acceptable range of the quantity of the material.

Properties of the material consumed requirement shall be identified as material consumed
requirement properties. Specific elements associated with each material consumed require
ment may be included in one or more material consumed requirement properties.

NOTE Examples of material produced requirement properties include

material lot (such as starch lot '45663);

a list of possible material lots that can be used in production . where the production system or operators may
select the lot from the list ;

a material definition. such as starch. where the actual lot of material is not specified ;

a material class. such as starch alternates . so that any material lot of that class can be used for production.

7.8.2.9 Consumable expected

~~ . i~~nt itcat ion of resources that are not normally included in bills of material or are not
In IVI ua Iy accounted for in specific production requests shall be listed as consumable
expected. Depending on the industry these may include water, catalysts , common chemicals,
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a~d utilities, such a~ electri.city an~ steam. These items will often result in direct charges that
will usually be considered In costing the product segment. Consumables are often materials
that do have an inventory balance.

In some industries consumable expected are not used and the information is included in
material consumed requirement.

Consumables do not have lot identifications. Consumables with lot identifications are typically
treated as material consumed requirements.

Consumable expected shall include the following information.

a) The identification of the resource expected to be consumed.

b) The total quantity of the resource expected to be consumed.

c) The unit of measure of the quantity.

Properties of . the consumable expected shall be identified as consumable expected
properties. Specific elements associated with each consumable expected may be included in
one or more consumable expected properties.

NOTE Examples of consumable expected properties include

a unique identification of the consumable, such as river water 01-01-2001;

a definition of the consumable, such as rubber gloves or cotton balls.

7.8.2.10 Production parameter

Information contained in the enterprise system that is required by the operation system for
correct production shall be known as production parameters.

A production parameter shall include

a) an identification of the parameter that matches the product parameter of the product's
production rule, such as target acidity;

b) a value for the parameter, such as 3,4;

c) the unit of measure of the parameter, such as pH.

A production parameter should include a set of limits that apply to any change to the value,
such as quality limits and safety limits.

Production parameters may be either product parameters that show some characteristics of
the product (such as paint colour), or process parameters that present some characteristics
of the production process (such as bake time).

NOTE Examples of production parameters are

quality limits;

set points;

targets;

specific customer requirements (such as purity =99,95%);

final disposition of the produced product;

transportation information;
other information not directly related to control (such as a customer order number required for labelling or
language for labels).

7.8.2.11 Requested segment response

The identification of the information that shall be sent back as a result of the production
request shall be used as a requested segment response. This information is of the same form
as a segment response, but without actual values.
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A requested segment response may include requ ired information , which presents information
that shall be reported on from product ion, such as the actual amou nt of material consumed.

A requested segment response may include optional information, which presents information
that may be reported on from production , such as ope rator -entered comments.

7.8.3 Production performance information

7.8.3.1 Production performance model

Production performance shown in Figure 23 shows the hashed information shown in Figure 12.
Information about production performance is presented in the production performance model
(see Figure 23).
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Figure 23 - Production performance model

7.8.3.2 Production performance

The performance of the request d f .
performance . Product ion perform e m~nu actunng re~uests shall be listed as production

ance s all be a collection of production responses.

7.8.3.3 Production response

The responses Irom manufacturin th t ' .
used as product ion responses Th g a arbe associated With a prod uct ion request shall be

. ere may e one or more production responses for a single
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production request if the production faci lity needs to split the product ion request into smaller
elements of work.

NOTE .For example , a single production request for the product ion of 200 gears may be reported on by 10
production response objects of 20 gear s each because of manufacturing restrictions .

A production result may include the status of the request, such as the percentage complete, a
finished status , or an aborted status.

Product.ion respon~es contain .the items rep~rted back to the business system, at the end of
production or during production. The business system may need to know intermediate
production response statuses, rather than waiting for the final production response status,
because of cost accounting of material produced or intermediate materials .

7.8.3.4 Segment response

Information on a segment of production for a production response shall be used as a segment
response. A segment response shall be made up of zero or more sets of information on
production data, personnel actual, equipment actual, materials consumed actual, materials
produced actual , and consumables actual.

A segment response shall include

a) an identification of the associated process segment;

b) the actual starting time of the segment:

c) the actual stopping time of the segment.

The response actuals may contain attributes that define if the response was required or
optional.

7.8.3.5 Production data

Information related to the actual products made shall be presented as production data .

NOTE Examp les of production data are

a customer order number associated with the production request ;
specific commercial notes from operations related to the customer order , such as order complete . order
incomplete, or an anticipated completion date and time ;

qual ity information;

certification of analysis ;
procedural deviations. such as an identification of an event used in another system and alarm information;

process behaviour, such as temperature profiles;

operator behaviour, such as interventions, actions , and comments .

7.8.3.6 Personnel actual

An identification of a personnel capability used during a specified segment of production shall
be used as personnel actual. Production functions often require people as a resource to carry
out tasks.

Personnel actuals shall include the identification of each resource .used, usually identifying a
specific personnel capability or personnel class, such as end-point transrmssron assembly
operators, or personnel IDs such as Jean Smith or SS# 999-123-4567.

Specific information about personnel actuals shall be listed in personnel actual properties.

NOTE Examples of personnel actual properties are
. d nt such as 2 h: this information is oftenthe actual duration of use of the personnel dunng the pro uct segme . .

needed for actual costing analysis ;
actual mon ito red exposure times by the personnel during the product segment;
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the location of the personnel after use in the product segment, such as area 51; th is information is often used
for short-term scheduling of personnel resources.

7.8.3.7 Equipment actual

An identification of an equipment capability used during a specified segment of production
shall be identified as an equipment actual. Production functions often require equipment as a
resource to carry out tasks.

Equipment actual shall include the ident ification of the equipment used , usually identifying a
specific piece of equipment.

Specific information about equipment actuals shall be listed in equipment actual properties.

NOTE Examples of equipment actual properties are

the actual duration of use of the equipment during the product segment; this information is often needed for
actual costing analysis;

the equipment condition, afte r use in the product segment, such as a status of available, out -of -service, or
cleaning; this information is often used for short-term scheduling of equipment resources ;

the equipment set-up procedures used for the product segment; this information is often needed for actual
costing analysis and scheduling feedback ;

other equipment attr ibutes, such as percentage of available capability used .

7.8.3.8 Material produced actual

An identification of a material produced during a defined segment of production shall be used
as a material produced actual. The material may be the final product, an intermediate product
that is identified for cost ing or scheduling purposes, or a scrapped product or material.

Material produced actual shall include

a) the identification of the material produced . usually identifying the material;
NOTE Examples include resin'89-S, motherboard MP667a.

b) the quantity of the material produced;

c) the unit of measure of the quantity produced.

Specific information about material produced actuals shall be listed in material produced
actual properties,

NOTE Examples of material produced actual properties are

an identification of the material lot or material sublot produced;

type of material , such as final . intermediate, or co-product.

7.8.3.9 Material consumed actual

An iden!ification of a material u~ed duri~g a specified segment of production shall be listed as
a matenal c?nsumed actual. This matenal may be identified in the bill of material and can be
a raw matenal or purchased material.

Material consumed shall include

a) the identification of the material consumed;

b) the quantity of the material consumed ;

c) the unit of measure of the quantity;

Specific information about teri I
ma ena consumed actuals shall be listed in material consumedactual properties ,
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NOTE Examples of material consumed actual properties are

the material lot or material sublot consumed;

comments about the use from operations.

7.8.3.10 Consumable actual

An identif ication of resources that are not normally included in bills of material or are not
indiv idua lly accounted for in spec if ic production requests shall be used as consumable actual.
These include water, catalysts , common chemicals, and utilities, such as electricity and
steam . These items will often result in direct charges that will usually be considered in costing
the product segment. Consumables are often materials that do have an inventory balance .

Consumable actual shall include

d) the identif ication of the resource consumed;

e) the quantity of the resource consumed;

f) the unit of measure of the quantity.

Specific information about consumable actuals shall be listed in consumable actual
properties.

7.9 Model cross-reference

Figure 24 provides an informative illustration of how the object models inter-relate. The
production information presents what was made and what was used. Its elements correspond
to information in product ion scheduling that listed what to make and Nhat to use. The
production scheduling elements correspond to information in the product definition that shows
what is specified to make a product. The product defin ition elements correspond to
information in the process segment descriptions that present what can be done with the
production resources.

The slanted rectangles in Figure 24 represent any of the resources (personnel , equipment, or
material) or properties.
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Table 3 provides a cross-refer7nce between the elements of the information flows in the data
flow model and the corresponding clause describing the object model.

Table 3 - Model cross-reference

Data flow model
From functioninformation To function Object motle' clause

6.5.2 Schedule Production scheduling Production control (::' 0) 7.8.2
(2.0)

6.5.3 Production from Production control (3.0) Production scheduling 7.8.3
plan (2.0)

6.5.4 Production Production control (3.0) Production scheduling 7.6
capability (2.0)

6.5.5 Material and energy Production control (3.0) Described in terms of the
order requirements material model, 7.5.3

6.5.6 Incoming order Material and energy Procurement (5.0) Described in terms of the
confirmation control (4.0) material model, 7.5.3

6.5.7 Long-term material Production scheduling Material and energy Described in terms of the
and energy requirements (2.0) control (4.0) material model. 7.5.3

6.5.8 Short-term material Production control (3.0) Material and energy Described in terms of the
and energy requirements control (4.0) material model, 7.5.3

6.5.9 Material and energy Material and energy Production control (3.0) 7.5.3
inventory control (4.0)

6.5.10 Production cost Product cost accounting Production control (3.0) 7.7
objectives (8.0)

6.5.11 Production Production control (3.0) Product cost accounting 7.8.3
performance and costs (8.0)

6.5.12 Incoming material Material and energy Product inventory control <Not detailed in object

and energy receipt control (4.0) (7.0) model>

6.5.13 Quality assurance Quality assurance (6.0) Production control (3.0) 7.5.3 and 7.8.3

results

6.5.14 Standards and Marketing and sales Quality assurance (6.0) 7.5.3 and 7.7

customer requirements
Quality assurance (6.0) Production control (3.0)

6.5.15 Product and Research, development, Quality assurance (6.0) 7.7

process requirements and engineering

6.5.16 Finished goods Functions Quality assurance (6.0) <Not detailed in object

waiver model>

Order processing (1.0) Typically unstructured
information handled on
an ad hoc basis

6.5.17 In-process waiver Production control (3.0) Quality assurance (6.0) Described in terms of the

request
material model, 7.5.3

6.5.18 Finished goods Product inventory control Production scheduling 7.5.3 and 7.8.3

inventory (7.0) (2.0)

6.5.19 Process data Production control (3.0) Quality assurance (6.0) 7.8.3

6.5.20 Pack-out schedule Production scheduling Product inventory control 7.8.2

(2.0) (7.0)
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Table 3 - Model cross-reference (continued)

Data flow model From function To function Object model clause
Information

6.5 .21 Product and process Research, development, Production control (3 .0) 7 .5 .4 and 7 .7

know-how and engineering

6.5 .22 Product and process Production control (3.0) Research, development, <Not detailed in object

information request and engineering model>

6.5 .23 Maintenance Product ion control (3.0) Maintenance 7 .5 .2

requests management (10.0)

6.5.24 Maintenance Maintenance Production control (3 .0 ) 7 .5 .2
responses management (10 .0)

6.5.25 Maintenance Production control (3.0) Maintenance <Not detailed in object
standards and methods management (10 .0) model>

6.5.26 Maintenance Maintenance Production control (3.0) 7 .5 .2
technical feedback management (10 .0)

6.5.27 Product and process Production control (3 .0) Research. development. <Not detailed in object
technical feedback and engineering model>

6.5.28 Maintenance Maintenance Procurement (5 .0) <Not detailed in object
purchase order management (10 .0) model>
requirements

6.5.29 Production order Functions Production schedul ing <Not detailed in object
(2.0) model>

Order processing (1.0)

6.5.30 Availability Product ion scheduling Funct ions order <Not detailed in object
(2.0) processing (1 .0) model>

6.5.31 Release to ship Product shipping Product inventory control <Not detailed in object
administration (9.0) (7 .0) model>

6.5.32 Confirm to ship Product inventory control Product shipping <Not detailed in object
(7.0) admin istration (9,0) model>

8 Completeness, compliance and conformance

8.1 Completeness

The number of object models and objects supported, as defined in Clause 7, shall determine
the degree of completeness of a specification or application.

8.2 Compliance

Any assessment of the degree of compliance of a specification shall be qualified by the
following.

a) The use of the terminology defined in Clause 7.

b) A statement of the degree to which they then conform partially or totally to definitions.

In the event of partial compliance, areas of non-compliance shall be explicitly identified.

8.3 Conformance

~ny assess,ment of the degree of conformance of an application shall be qualified by the
ocumentallon to which the object models and objects conform.

In the event of partial conf
ormance, areas of non-conformance shall be explicitly identified.
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Annex A
(informative)

lEe 62264 relationship with some other standardization work ·
in the manufacturing related area

A.1 Introduction

Very important standardization efforts are being made in various institutional standardizat ion
committees or consortia in the area of manufacturing integration or areas related to it. Many
standards and standardization efforts are strongly related to lEG 62264.

It is therefore essential to identify the relationship between these standard ization works and
the similar entities and features they address, in order to review these similarit ies, the
possible overlaps, the differences in context and purpose , and then to

• avoid duplication of work, as well as redundancy (unnecessary overlap) ;

• determine the needs in term of interfaces for further developments; and

• improve consistency and interoperability between standardization efforts in this area .
NOTE For example. data modelling of a drill :

ISO 10303 mode l of a drill is a product model (designer or vendor point of view);

ISO 15531 model of a drill is a resource model (user or manufacturer point of view):

ISO 13584 model of a drill is an item belong ing to a library (vendor or purchaser point of view) .

Most of the features, entities or attributes of a drill are different in these three standards.
Some are similar or even the same. The same manufacturing application may make use of
the three representations (for example, in a shop-floor a drill may first be a product in a
sharpening application and then become a resource when it is used to make a hole). The
overlap between these three standards (identical or similar feature) is needed to prov ide
interfaces between them .

Different standards that address the same area have to be consistent (as compatible and
interoperable as possible) ; at least the similar features and concepts , differences. and
relationships between them have to be clearly identified and treated.

That is why this annex, after a short presentation of manufacturing integration concerns .
provides some rough indication of the relationships between lEG 62264 and a selection of
closely related standards developed in ISO TG184, ISO/IEG JTG1, and lEG TG65.

A.2 Manufacturing, modelling and integration

Various approaches, principles, methodologies and tools may be used to achi~v~ integration.
Depending on the level, il'ltegration may be at one of the follow ing levels (see Bibliography) :

• phys ical ;

• application; or

• business.
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Depending on the approaches, the integration may be

• top down: or

• bottom up.

Depending on the principles, the integration may be

• full integration (like proprietary software); in that case, the standard is the software or
system itself;

• integration by unification (like Windows or Office) ; in that case , possible standards are
methods, architecture, constructs, partial models, and even commercial products; or

• integration by federation (like specific software built around various products); in that
case, standards may be the interfaces.

Depending on the tools, integration may be

• data integration (through data modelling);

• organization integration (through enterprise, systems and processes modeling); or

• communication integration (through network and commun ication modeling and tool; or
NOTE For example, the ISO seven-layer model.

• integration through interfaces and translations.

Other approaches may also be noted such as integration through enterprise modelling or
integration through enterprise-wide decision-making (see Bibliography) that both may be
envisioned as part of organization integration. Anyway, all these principles, methodologies
and tools are complementary and very often research or standardization workbelongs to more
then one type of integrat ion even though one of them is more important.

According to the above, current manufacturing related standardization efforts or standards in
ISO and IEC might roughly be classified as follows .

a) Organizat ion integration (enterprises, systems and processes modelling)

- ISO 15705;

ISO 14258;

ISO 19439;

ISO 19440;

ISO 10314;

IEC 62264;

IEC 61512;

ISOIIEC 10746 and ISO/IEC 15414;

1) Data modelling

- ISO 10303-1;

- ISO 15531;

- ISO 13584;

- ISO 14649;

- ISO 13399.

2) Communications and exchanges

- ISO/IEC 9506;

- ISO 15745;

- Most of the standardization effort of IEC TC65 and ISO TC184/SC5 WG2 and WG5.
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3) Translation and interoperability tools

- ISO 16668;

- ISO 16100;

- ISO 18629;

- ISO 13281.

A.3 IEC 62264 relationship with European and
TC184 SCS WG1 standardization work

The European Standardization Committee, CEN TC31OIWG 1, has elaborated three
European Standards: ENV 40003, E.NV 12204 and ENV 13550 with respect to ENV 40003 (or
ISO 19439), IEC 62264 can be considered as a reference model situated at partial level of the
framework for modelling. With in this framework, IEC 62264 provides not only function and
information but also resource descriptions of production planning and control system . With
regard to ENV 12204 (or ISO 19440), the modelling languages used to represent the IEC
62264 models are different from the modelling constructs defined in ENV 12204 (or ISO
19440). There is no direct link between IEC 62264 and ENV 13550, because the IEC 62264
models are not required to be computer executable; they are conceptual descriptions of
funct ions , information (including resource information) of the production planning and control
system.

Concerning the standards developed in ISO TC184 SC5IWG1, the relationship with ISO
19440 and ISO are the same as those of IEC 62264 with ENV 40003 and ENV 12264.

IEC 62264 makes use of ISO 15704 as one of its main references and may, as a partial model
of ISO 19439, be considered as included in an ISO 15704 partial model at the design
specification phase of the modelling phase dimension (life cycle dimension) of ISO 15704,
ISO 19439 and ISO 14258.

Furthermore, time does not seem to be treated in the same way in IEC 62264 and other ISO
TC184 standards. No modelling view is clearly identified in IEC 62264, according to ISO
15704, ISO 14258 and ISO 19439 requests.

The constructs identified in ISO 10314 are very near to the IDEFO approach, but are
completely different from those identified by IEC 62264 (ISO 10314 was not designed for job
schedulinq) .

Some interfaces and translation tools may have to be developed to ensure compatibility and
interoperability of IEC 62264 and these standards, especially for view modelling, and possibly
with models developed at the requirement phase and implementation phase of ISO 15704 and
ISO 19439.

A.4 IEC 62264 relationship with ISO TC184 SCS WG4 standard

There is no direct link between IEC 62264 and ISO 13281 (MAPLE) because MAPLE is an
interoperability tool that gathers software in a MAPLE compliant database after development
of appropriate interfaces. There is thus no MAPLE specific model, no MAPLE constructs.

ISO 16100-1 provides a very generic manufacturing model that makes us~ of ISO 15704
and IEC 62264 as normative references. In its Annex A, ISO 16100-1 provides a summary
of IEC 62264. There is no consistency problem betwee~ these two sta~dards, bec,ause
they address two different areas of manufacturing integration (ISO 16100 IS more an Inter
operability tool) .
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A.S IEC 62264 relationship with ISO TC184 SC4 standard

Relations between ISO TC184/SC4 standards and IEC 6~264 ar~ numerous and important.
First of all IEC 62264 identifies features such as material , equipment, consumables, and
finished go~dS, products that are very near to those described by ISO 1030~ .and ISO 13584
(and ISO 13399 from TC29IWG34) , or features such as resources and capability ~hat are very
near to those of ISO 15531. In addition IEC 62264 address a scope (scheduling , process
planning), which is very near to that of ISO 155~1 a.nd some applicat ion protocols of ~nEP
(for example, ISO 10303-214 used in the automotive Industry and ISO 1~303-212 used In the
electrotechnical industry) with a different approach (and probably a different usage) from
these standards.

In ISO 10303 any kind of product is modelled; these may include some of the material,
equipment, product, and finished goods ident ified in IEC 62264. The purpose of ISO 10303 is
mainly product design; however, some applications of 10303 model inputs or outputs of
manufacturing systems (for example, 10303-214). For ISO 13584, products are described as
components in a parts library (catalogue) with a sale or purchasing purpose.

ISO 13399 models cutting tool data as machine resources with the support of ISO 13584.

ISO 15531 addresses modelling of resource usage management data with a manufacturing
management purpose (including scheduling) at the shop-floor or plant level. For ISO 15531
resources modelled are part of the manufacturing system, thus they cannot include inputs (for
example, raw material, consumables) or outputs (for example, product, components, fin ished
goods) of the system. The resource model of ISO 15531 is very generic, including humans,
devices, software and data sets that may contribute to the transformation of inputs (raw
material component) into outputs (new components, products , finished goods). It excludes
time, which is modelled independently in another part of ISO 15531; it also excludes facilities .
ISO 15531 also identifies capability and capacity as two different features (see also Annex F).

ISO 18629 is a translation tool between applications. It is based on a manufacturing ontology
and may help the translation between IEC 62264 applications and other applications based on
ISO TC184 standards (for example , STEP, MANDATE, etc.).

Even where there are time-related entities in the STEP integrated resources they are more
related to events than to time itself, which is modelled separately (in a scheduling purpose) in
ISO 15531-42.

Most o.f the ISO TC184/SC4 standards make use of EXPRESS (ISO 10303-11) in the ir data
modelling. That may not be a major concern due to the fact that OMG and ISO TG184/SG4
~re workin~ together on a mapping between UML and EXPRESS and the result may be
Integrated In the next version of UML. In addition, 150 TC184/SC4 is working on the mapping
betw~~n EXPRESS and XML. A mapping between PSL and XML is also scheduled in a
specif ic part of PSL.

A.6 IEC 62264 relationship with ISOIIEC 10746 and ISO/IEC 15414

The purpose of IEC 62264 is clearly different from the purpose and approach of ISO/IEC
10746 and ISO/lEG 15414. lEG 62264 addresses industrial processes while the ODP
~eference ~odel (R~-ODP) enables a modeller to specify any informati~n system with 5
eparate POints of view to obtain rigorous and complete specification RM-ODP addresses
~~o~~~ses as one conc~pt of t~e m.odel of the enterprise view. RM.ODF~ identifies four levels
th el. From that potnt of View, If the level MO addresses the real-world M1 the model of
th: ~;II;o:r~ and M2 a meta-model, IEC 62264 appears at the M1 level, while RM-OOP is at
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In addition, while IEC 62264 makes use of model classes for its concepts and makes use of
UML notation, AM-OOP uses models only to illustrate its purpose and the use of UML notation
is only implicit.

A.7 IEC 62264 relationship with ISO 16668

The Basic Semantics A~giste~ (BSA) is a tool to capture the semantics of concepts
independently of any naming usrnq rules and guidelines gathered in ISO 16668. This standard
is being developed in ISO TC154 WG1 (ISO TC154 is in charge of EOI standards such as
TOED). The tool that gathers the Basic Semantic Concepts (BSCs) and Basic Semantic Units
(BSUs) and records them is now operational and includes concepts definit ions coming from
various sources such as UN/EOIFACT, TC184/SC4 and other standardization committees.

This tool is helpful in interoperability by identifying semantic similarities (not based only on
keyword matching) between basic concepts.

There is no compatibility or interoperability concern with ISO 16668. Nevertheless, it will be
useful to check lEG 62264 concepts with those already collected in the BSR and to populate
BSR with some key concepts of lEG 62264.

A.8 IEC 62264 relationship with rsc 61512

The IEC 61512 batch control standard includes a definition of product manufacturing
instructions, as def ined in recipes . The recipes in IEC 61512 are the equivalent of the
production rules in ISOIIEG 62254. The IEC 61512 standard also discusses an interface to
production scheduling, but only in general and not to the level of detail defined in IEC 62264.
The concepts in IEC 62264 are consistent with the concepts in IEC 61512. In fact IEC 62264
builds on the definitions in lEG 61512 to include non-batch manufacturing and other
production areas.

A.9 Reference documents

IEC 61512 (all parts), Batch control

IEC 62264 (all parts) , Enterprise-control system integration

ISO 9506 (all parts), Industrial automation systems - Manufacturing Message Specification

ISO 10304 (all parts), Water quality - Determination of dissolved fluoride , chlo~ide, nitrate.
orthophosphate, bromide, nitrate and sulfate ions, using liquid chromatography of Ions

ISO 13281 (all parts), Industrial automation systems - Manufacturing Automation Pro
gramming Environment (MAPLE) - Functional architecture

ISO 13399 (all parts) , Cutting tool data representation and exchange

ISO 13584 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Parts library

ISO 14258 (all parts), Industrial automation systems - Concepts and rules for enterprise
models

ISO 14649 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Physical device control 
Data model for computerized numerical controllers
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ISO 15531 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Industrial manu
facturing management data

ISO 15705, Water quality - Determination of the chemical oxygen demand index (ST-COD) 
Small-scale sealed tube methocfJ

ISO 15745 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Open systems
application integration framework

ISO 16100 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Manufacturing software
capability profiling

Isorrs 16668 (2000) , Basic Semantics Register (BSR)

ISO 18629 (all parts), Industrial automation systems and integration - Process specification
language

ISO 19439, CIM systems architecture - Framework for enterprise modelling4

ISO 19440, CIM systems architecture - Constructs for enterprise modellingS

ISOIIEC 10746 (all parts), Information technology - Open Distribution Processing - Reference
model

ISOIIEC 15414, Information technology - Open Distribution Processing - Reference model 
Enterprise language 6

3 To be published.

4 To be published.

5 To be pubtishsd.

6 To be published.
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Annex B
(informative)

Business drivers and key performance indicators

B.l Purpose

This annex contains a collection of business drivers and key performance indicators or issues
that have been def ined , and used as the potential touch points into the business processes of
the users of the standard. These are also called Critical Success Factors. The drivers were
used to test the informat ional content included with in the standards. They determined if the
communications model adequately addressed the business issue associated with integration.

These business drivers are identifi ed as being critical to the success of the operations of
manufacturing companies across a variety of industries. The drivers have been clarified and
validated with operating companies and vendors companies. The drivers provide users with
the basis from which to determine the usage of the standard based on their particular industry
and information system needs.

B.2 History

Key business drivers are the areas of performance that are most critical to an organization's
success. Key business driver is a term used in connection with strategic planning and related
goal setting. Key business drivers refer to principal organization-level requirements (similar to
Mission Essential Task List, or METL, in tactical units), derived from short- and long-term
strategic planning. They include customer-driven quality requirements and operation~1
requirements such as productivity, cycle time, deployment of new technology, strateqic
alliances, supplier development, and research and development. In simplest terms, key
business drivers are those th ings the organization has to do well for its strategy to succeed
(see Bibliography).

B.3 Drivers and issues

Business drivers, in a manufacturing facility, generate the need for inform.ation to flow
between the executive offices and the process or manufacturing floor. Enterprl~es focu.s on
these business drivers to meet competit ive requ irements in the marketplace. Bu.slness drivers
subsequently influence info rmation sent to the product ion floor or are Influenced by
information gathered from the product ion floor.

Business drivers and some information demands have been identified: Addition~1 resea~ch
and work may be required to clarify the scope and definition of the drivers and Informatton
demands for particular users requirements.

There is always some business process that needs information from pro~uction, .or n~he~st~o
exercise control of production that drives the need for ~ntegr~tion . In~egratlOn requires a e
production information can be mapped back to the business mformatlOn.
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8.4 Value of standard to business

. . II d namic entities . There are continual changes in
Manufacturing enterprises are ~YPlc~n; b~siness and legal environments. There are also
business processes to me~t c adngdtion processes, as new technologies and advances in
usually continual. ~~anges In P~h u purpose of this standard is to aid in the separation of the
production capabilit ies emerge. de tion processes. The standard describes information in a
business proces.ses from the ~rod uCendent and production-process independent. Figure B.1
way that IS business-process In ep model that bridges the different business and production
illustrates this concept of a common
processes.

Alternate logistics strategies

Make to Make to Engineer Configure

order stock to order to order

IEC 62264-1

PDXI
IEC 61512 SMENAMUR

Continuous
manufacturing

models

Batch
manufacturing

models

Discrete
manufacturing

models

Alternate ManUfacturing Strateg ies

Figure B.1 - Multiple business and production processes

8.5 Vendor-independent exchange

Another value of the standard to business is the separation of exchanged information from
specific implementations of manufacturing control systems and specific implementations. of
business management systems. Manufacturing control systems change when the production
processes change, when factories are bought or sold, or when control equipment is updated
or replaced. Likewise , business management systems change due to corporate mergers, sell
ofts, technology changes , or business or legal changes .

This standard provides vendor- independent methods of describing the information exchanged
that can be consistent across changes to manUfacturing systems and IT business systems.
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B.6 Business drivers

Some terms or labels that describe such business drivers include the following.

8.6.1 Available to promise

Auto~ate.d availa.ble-to-pr~mise is achieved by giving order takers access to inventory and
capac~ty Info~matlon , . and In some ~ases even vendor information, so that they are able to
commit to reliable delivery dates while the customer is still on the telephone.

Information needed for automated ava ilable -to-prom ise:

- current finished goods inventory;

- current production plan for that product;

- realistic capacities of the production facility of that product;

- raw material inventories; or

- raw material purchasing capability.

8.6.2 Reduced cycle time

Cycle time is defined as the time it takes to produce a product from the time the order is
placed.

Cycle time refers to responsiveness and completion time measures - the time required to fulfil
commitments or to complete tasks (see Bibliography).

The reason that bus inesses concentrate on minimizing the total cycle time is generally to
increase inventory turns. This has the net result of increasing a business's ROA (return on
assets).

To reduce cycle t ime a business identifies areas where most of the delay and waiting occurs
and addresses them appropriately. In most cases, the time needed to plan and react to
changes is much longer than the time to build. Response time improvement requires all
aspects of the planning, scheduling and execution to be taken into account. Reducing the time
to plan allows more frequent analysis of forecasts and less dependence on forecasting data.

8.6.3 Asset efficiency

Asset efficiency is a focus on maximizing the effective and cost-effective use of assets in the
production of products. The information obtained from the production environment will del iver
to an enterprise real istic information on the production capabilities of the plant, train , unit,
:ovork cell, etc. Asset efficiency is the desire to better utilize the assets of a company . It usually
Involves all assets of a company, production, service, administration, support, sales, and
marketing. Asset efficiency improves a company's ROA.

Asset efficiency may imply

a) operating to capacity, with timely maintenance;

b) operating equipment efficiently in terms of its operating parameters and its maintenance;

c) measurements such as counter readings per operating hours;

d) time, temperature, pressure/vibration, status or other detailed data;

e) maintenance schedules, operating/maintenance specifications, procedure times.
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8.6.4 Agile manufacturing

Agile manufacturing is the ability to reconfigure ~rodu~tion ~s~ets to meet mark~t demand
quickly. This requires the ability to change production uSing existinq plants and equipment.

Agility in manufacturing is the ability to thrive in a manufactu~ing enviro~ment of continuo~s

and often unanticipated change and to be fast to market with customized products. Agile
manufacturing uses concepts geared toward making everything reconfigurable.

Agile enterprises may be supported by a networked infrastructure that can link multi-company
teams into an integrated virtual corporation .

Agile manufacturing requires that production can quickly respond to changes in product
definition and sometimes even change product production processes in mid-stream.

8.6.5 Supply chain optimization

The aim of supply chain management (SCM) is for each player in the supply chain to conduct
business with the latest and best information from everyone else in the chain, guiding supply
and demand into a more perfect balance. The purpose is to move product from the point of
origin to that of consumption in the least amount of time and at the smallest cost.

Supply chain management helps managers do such things as integrate retail channels with
manufacturing, drive demand from the point of sale, or eliminate inventory buffers in the
distribution chain . SCM extends beyond the walls of the enterprise to suppliers and
distributors.

Supply chain management moves to supply chain optimization when the supply chain is used
to maximize the effectiveness of the whole, as well as maximizing the effectiveness of the
individual parts.

Supply chain optimization involves making complex tradeoffs to satisfy business objectives of
reducing operational costs and inventory, improving delivery reliability and response time, and
service to the customer.

8.6.6 Quality and traceability

Quality and traceability can be a business driver in some businesses. This may be required by
factors such as regulatory compliance, service cost meas.urement per product improvement,
reliability to customers, and human resources tracking of exposure to hazardous items.

Quality and traceability requires that information that is typically kept within a manufacturing
system be made available to other parts of an enterprise. This often requires integration of
production control and quality assurance, with a corporate quality system.

8.6.7 Operator empowerment

Moving more decis.i~n-making to operations sometimes provides a competitive advantage,
where operator declsions can have directly measurable financial impacts. The operations floor
thus requires a significant increase in information that was accessible only from business
offices in the past.

Em.po~erme~t: A condition w.hereby employees have the authority to make decisions and take
action In their work areas without prior approval. The act of vesting appropriate authority in
the hands of the people nearest the problems needs to be solved.
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8.6.8 Improved planning

Improved planning is a key business driver for companies wr'th " ,, ducti expensive Inventory nme-
consuming pro uction but fast customer changes and variable de did I' ,, , , ' man . mprove panning
requires access an,d use of information from throughout the corporation to move planning
output from production requests and closer to production schedules .

I~proved planning ~equires continual feedback on actual production and material consump
tion, as well as continual feedback on demand and inventories.

8.6.9 Summary

The b~siness ?river list is not. all-inclusive. Any business driver that impacts cost, capacity,
compliance, time, or analysis ~ould ,be added to the list. Additionally, informational
co~ponent~ of one business ,dnver will also often be required when addressing other
business drivers. The example In Clause B.6 is a basic situation that may provide a starting
point for var ious business drivers.

B.7 Example business driver and information flow

An ,exampl~ of how business drivers and associated production functions generate the need
for information flow throughout the business enterprise is described as follows ,

The first business driver, ava ilable to promise, is a basic business driver. We assume a
~anufac,turing business. In this business, there are certain functional steps that generate
information flow between the business enterprise (office) and the production floor (control
systems).

We will consider this business to be a general manufacturing facility. In a typical business
day, we have customers who are requesting to buy our product. Armed with information from
our sales personnel, we progress to the manufacturing floor. Here, information generation
may be outlined in the following steps .

a) Current state: Where are we right now? Every business requires knowledge of its current
manufacturing and business situation. This information is defined as production from plan
and production performance and costs in the standard's data flow model.

b) Target state: Where do we want to go? In the normal course of business, new orders may
be received, legal requirements change, and even the weather may have an informational
impact through the business. So, there is information that flows between the business
pract ices and manufacturing practices. This information is defined as schedule and pack
out schedule in the standard's data flow model.

c) Transition state: Prior to a change, there is a significant amount of information generated
to anticipate how the changes will be managed . And when things actually change, there is
history gathering of how the changes actually occur. This information is defined as
production performance in the standard's object model.

d) Planning/Scheduling: For this business, the need for information regard ing current state ,
target state and transition environment may occur may times per week, day or operat ions
shift. The frequency of schedule update and the frequency of information uplo~ds will
depend on industry needs. A grouping or series of steps A, ,B, and C may be descnbed as
a schedule for the manufacturing floor. Or, the business offices may regard this as a plan .
Either way , there is information that has to flow between the two !Oreconc ile issues. This
information is defined as production schedule in the standard 's object model.

e) Planned versus actual: At certain times , a typical business has to review the actions in
steps A through C to see if the business requ ires adjustments.

This is one method of describing steps that generate information flow between the business
off ices and the production floor in an available-to-promise enterprise.
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Regardless of the specific business driver and associated functi~ns identified, some o.f the
steps described in the make-to-order example ~bove are .reqUired to meet all business
drivers. For example, many business drivers require the business to know what the current
state of its business is.

B.8 Definitions

This clause presents terms sometimes used in describing key business drivers.

8 .8.1 Current state reporting

Current state reporting is a collection of information that characterizes the cu rrent activ ity and
conditions that exist in the manufacturing environment. This information is collected for the
purpose of decision support. This information allows you to understand whe~e you are in
relation to current comm itments. This information is described in the standard In the current
production capability information. Some other terms often used in current state report ing
include

a) production request: information on the current production schedule with respect to the
actual product that has been requested for production;

b) production quantity: how much of the current production request has been completed
(cumulative versus request)? ;

c) current rate: what is the instantaneous rate of production of the product requested? ;

d) quality: measure of the effectiveness of production - this measurement of product quality,
yields data, waste, loss, yield , material, and energy balance);

e) physical equipment status: information on the maintenance state of the equipment, work
cells, trains, etc., to determine the current and future availability of that equipment for the
production of the next product;

f) predictive maintenance: a predictive determination of when equipment will need
maintenance, and a mechanism to perform maintenance on the equ ipment at or before its
expected error or failure time;

g) preventative maintenance: performing maintenance before an error or failure occurs, and
a mechanism to perform maintenance, usually on a fixed-time or run-time schedule;

h) inventory status: data on materials that will impact the decision to proceed with the next
product's production .

8.8.2 Turnaround time

Turnaround time is the time required to change a production mechanism for the purpose of
producing a different product or the same product with different characteristics. The
information that will determine the turnaround time includes

a) the current state of all items and current state of the production facility;

b) historical transition times, given the current state of the production facility;

c) standard operating procedures required for switchover;

d) resource requirements versus available (labour, material, equipment) .

8 .8.3 Campaigning

Campaign.ing is the planning of the. execution of production based on the existing capacity,
raw material. resour~es and production request. A campaign is usually a limited run of product
through the production process . Campaigns can last from days to months depending on the
products, processes, and production requirements. Control strategy and physical process
changes may accompany campaigns .
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One important aspect of campaigning is letting production know the sequence of events or
scheduled runs ahead of time.

Campaigns generally deal with a single product, or a set of products with compat ible
process ing or product requirements. Campaign planning has to also address previous product
characteristics to max imize the agil ity of the change.

Campa igning is addressed in the standard through production schedu les and production
requests.

8 .8.4 New targets

New targets describe what to make in the next time sequence and when to start - mainly an
information demand that the control system places on the enterprise for a production order.
New targets are handled in the standard through the production parameters in a production
request.

The type of information requ ired for new targets depends on the industry. New targets can be
fixed numbers in a discrete environment and can be variable values , such as tables or
funct ions , in con tinuous environments.

New targets may include the product quality characteristics.

B.9 Data reconciliation

Data reconciliation is a serious issue for enterprise-control integration. The data have to be
val id to be useful for the enterprise system. The data are often determ ined from physical
measurements that have associated error factors. This is usually converted into exact values
for the enterprise system. This conversion may require manual or intelligent reconciliation of
the converted values. Additional problems occur when the type of phys ical measurement,
such as volume, is used to calculate information based on a related value, such as weight.
For example, in the refining industry the operations floor changes the density of products, but
measures by volume, then uses inference to calculate dens ity and weight.

Systems have to be set up to ensure that accurate data are sent to production and from
production . Inadvertent operator or clerical errors may result in too much production, too little
production, the wrong production, incorrect inventory, or missing inventory.
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Annex C
(informative)

Discussion on models

C.1 Introduction

It has long bee.. the goal of the industrial systems engineer to inteqrate the op~rating units of
a plant in order to be able to produce that plant 's product~ at .m l ~ lmum Unit cost and at
maximum overall profit for the company involved. Early work In this field was based on plant
d_esign techniques that

a) closely coupled production units;

b) minimized in-process inventories and work in progress; and

c) made maximum use of in-plant energy sources to supply plant energy needs.

While excellent in initial concept, these techniques floundered because of lack of

- unit coordination;

- dynamic response; and

- market sensitivity.

Lack of unit coordination is exemplified by the presence of unpredictable plant interruptions
and breakdowns in plant production processes that occur randomly in time and location, thus
wreaking havoc with the productivity of such a close-coupled, low-inventory plant. Unforeseen
changes in customer requirements, often making obsolete an inflexible manufacturing system,
characterize the lack of dynamic response. A lack of market sensitivity is exhibited through
limited flexibility in respond ing to changes in competition, in production cost items (such as
energy and raw materials), and in regulatory requirements, any of which can invalidate the
initial optimization criteria of a plant's design .

More recently, the trend in systems integration has been toward the use of automatic control
in its broadest sense (including dynamic control, scheduling and the closure of information
loops) to integrate all aspects of the plant's operations including closing the information loops
within the plant . Th is latter trend then allowed a plant to compensate for unforeseen
interruptions and breakdowns in its production processes ·and also allowed it to modify its
product mix and its production rate as its customer's needs and desires changed. All of this is
to be done while continually minimizing overall production costs to match the current plant
condition. Thus we have the substitution of control and management techniques for initial
design procedures in an attempt to counteract the forces that invalidated the original concept,
and therefore to still accomplish the original goals.

It is well known which tasks such a system has to be able to carry out to accomplish these
goals. Only since the advent of advanced computer technology has it been possible to handle
the enormous computational load involved in carrying out these functions in real time and thus
hoping to compensate for all of the factors affecting plant productivity and economic return .

Current technology is providing the technical capability to greatly facilitate the development of
integrated automated systems . These trends include: (1) distributed, digital, microcomputer
based, first-level dynamic control systems; (2) standard real-time programming languages and
configurable programming systems; (3) standard high-speed communications; and (4)
corresponding major developments in database management techniques. These have
resulted in computer systems that are able to integrate plant management, plant production
scheduling, inventory management, individual process optimization, and unit process control
for all of a plant's operating units treated as a whole.
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However, t~ accomplish th~ design and development of such large-scale systems the aid of
overall design and operational standards and accompanying models f h' t
vitally necessary. 0 sue sys ems are

C.2 Requirements for the models

It is nec:s~ary in such a . mod~ 1 to be able to show clearly all of the major operational
characteristics of the relat lonsh lps of the functions involved in a plant management and
control system. These include the following , among others.

1) S.ubo~dina~ion an~ agwegation: Which of the funct ions (a) are dependent upon others for
dlr~ctlon (I~structlons) I~ ca~rying o~t their assigned tasks; and which of them (b) have the
major funct!on of supplylnq information necessary for other funct ions to help carry out the
other's assigned tasks?

Prime examples of subordination in item 1) are those of

a) customer order processing;

b) overall production scheduling;

c) detailed production scheduling;

d) production planning;

e) process control of production unit.

A prime example of aggregation in item 1) is the continued collection, averaging and
smoothing of process control operational data to achieve the information that management
needs for overall operational management of the plant and the company.

2) Connectivity and progression: How does data flow in the plant production system? Where
does each item of data originate; through what intermediate functions does it flow; and
where does the resulting information have its ultimate use?

3) Automatability and innovation: Can the function be automated or mechanized through
electronic devices; that is, can the function be mathemat ically described? Or, does the
function require innovation by a human for its ultimate successful completion?

4) Genericity: To the extent poss ible, the model developed to explain the scheduling and
control system necessary for enterprise integration studies should be generic - that is, it
should be able to be used to model the control system of any factory or plant, in any
industry, anywhere, if at all possible. Each of the models presented here will be generic to
the extent possible.

5) Semantics: It is also extremely important that the semantics or meaning of the various
terms used in describing the concepts of the model(s) used be interpreted by all readers in
exactly the same way. A powerful way to accomplish this is to use an object model to
accomplish the required concept definition. Clause 7 of this standard presents such a
capability.

A popular and effective way of illustrating item 1) above in a model is through the use of a
hierarchical layered model , with each of the items of item 1) being subordinate, or below that
above it in the list, in the model. At the same time, the aggregation occurs naturally, going
upward in the same-layered fashion .

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to date to show all of the required capabil ities listed
above in one graphical representation of the system. Particularly difficult has ~e.en the
representation of subordination and aggregation (hierarchical layers) and connectivity and
progression (data flow) together. Thus, two separate representations are necessary and the
coordination of the resulting two forms has been difficult.

Annex 0 presents a major table (Table 0.12) that points out the coordinat ion between both
models in the PAM . Such a procedure appears to be necessary whenever a system IS

modeled from widely different aspects or views as occurs here.
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The concepts of auto matab ility versus innovation (that is , huma n input requ ired ) were handled
in the PRM by the concept of external ent it ies . External entit ies are tho se functions tha t are
not included in the automated schedul ing and control system, but fo r which a complete data
transfer interface is prov ided . Thus, there are enterprise funct ions tha t requ ire human input
but cannot be part of the model since the functions involved cannot be modelled. However,
they can take part in the plant integration since all needed communications are establ ished .

Figure C.1 illustrates the concept for the PRM . Those funct ions above the dashed line in this
diag ram requ ire human involvement. Hence, they are cons idered external , but contributi ng,
entit ies in the PRM. Functions below the dashed line are part of the management and control
system that can be automated.

All parts of the Purdue Refe rence Model for CIM that are concerned with the scope of th is
standard are presented in Annex D.
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Figure C.l - Scope for Purdue Reference Model (PRM) for manufacturing
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Annex 0
(informative)

Selected elements of the Purdue Reference Model

0.1 General

This annex contains selected portions of the complete published version of the Purdue
Reference Model (see Bibl iography), thereby providing a brief description of the PRM. The
annex is included so that the models in this standard may be better understood in the context
of the complete plant reference model. Some non-pert inent clauses and tables have been
removed . References in the orig inal document have been replaced with footnotes . The figures
and tables have also been consecutively numbered.

Figure 0.4 has been modified to show a different split between the production scheduling and
management information systems and the control computation and control enforcement than
in the original publication. The split is now shown between Levels 3 and 4, based on planned
changes to the Purdue model as a result of the SP95 analysis, rather than between Levels 2
and 3 of the or iginal.

0.2 Generic list of macro-functions

The overall applicability of the concepts of enterprise integrat ion depends to a great extent on
the development of a set of generic tasks, functions and macro functions to describe an
enterprise integration system or indeed any enterprise. The Purdue Reference Model for elM
developed two such lists, one based on the scheduling and control hierarchy view and
another based on the data flow diagram view of the reference model. It then proceeded to
show the correlation of these two apparently widely dlttarent lists by cross-referencing the
task titles used and their point of application in each view. For the sake of completeness. that
material will be reproduced here , along with cons iderable related material on the architecture.

One of the most important graph ical representations is the scheduling and control hierarchy
view from the reference model as mentioned above. The hierarchy view that is shown in
Figure 0.1 categorizes the tasks carried out by the industrial control system for a complete
plant or company. Figure 0.2 shows that this same diagram with modifications on!y for the
names of the functions involved will characterize the control tasks of either a continuous or
discrete manufacturing industry plant. Figure 0.3 expands the earlier diagrams to cover a
company with multiple plants .
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Figure 0.1 - Assumed hierarchical computer control structure
for a large manufacturing complex
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0.3 One form of generic tasks in a plant-wide hierarchy

Overall automatic control of any large modern industrial plant, regardless of the industry
concerned, involves each of the requirements listed in Table 0 .1.

Thus the automation of any such industrial plant becomes the managing of the plant's
information systems to assu re that the necessary information is collected and used wherever
it can enhance the plant's operations - true informati on systems technology in its broadest
sense.

Another major factor should also be called to our attention here. It has been repeatedly shown
that one of the major benefits of the use of digital computer control systems in the automation
of industrial plants has been in the role of a control systems enforcer. In this mode, one of the
control computer's main tasks is to continually assure that the control system equ ipment is
actually carrying out the job that it was designed to do in keeping the units of the plant
product ion system operating at some best (near optimal) level. That is, to be sure that in the
cont inuous process plant, for instance, the controllers have not been set on manual, that the
opt ima l set points are being maintained, etc . Likewise , it is the task of dynamic control to
assure that the plant's production schedule is carried out, i.e .• to enforce the task set by the
product ion schedul ing funct ion .
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Often. the tasks carried out by th~se control systems have been ones that a skilled and
attentive operator could have readily done. The difference is the degree of attentiveness to
the task at hand that can be achieved over the long run.

As stated earlier, all of this is to be factored into the design and operation of the control
s~s~em that will ope~ate the plant, including the requirements for maximum productivity and
mlnlmu~. raw material and energy usage. As the overall requirements, both energy and
productivity based, become more complex, more sophisticated and capable control systems
are necessary.

While the above tasking list is truly generic for any manufacturing plant - continuous or
discrete - it is necessary to rearrange it in order to come up with a more compact set of tasks
for further discussion.

Therefore, what is needed is an overall system for any manufacturing plant which has the
capabilities shown in Table 0.2.

In view of Item 2 of Table 0.2, Table 0.3 presents some observations of the differences in
process improvement technologies (i.e., near optimization) for continuous versus discrete
optimization.

Because of the ever-widening scope of authority of each of the first three requirements in
turn, they effectively become the distinct and separate levels of a superimposed control
structure, one on top of the other. Also in view of the amount of information which is passed
back and forth among the above four "tasks" of control, a distributed computational capability
organized in a hierarchical fashion would seem to be the logical structure for the required
control system. This is true of any plant regardless of the industry involved.

As just noted, a hierarchical arrangement of the elements of a distributed, computer-based
control system seems an ideal arrangement for carrying out the automation of the industrial
plant just described. Figures 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 layout one possible form of this distributed,
hierarchical computer control system for overall plant automation.

In the context of large industrial plants or of a complete industrial compan.y based in one
location, the detailed tasks that would be carried out at each level of the hierarchy can be
readily described. These tasks are easily subdivided into those related to production
scheduling, control enforcement, systems coordination and reporting, and reliability assurance
(Table 0.4).
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Table 0.1 - Generic list of duties of all integrated information and automation systems

An extensive system for the automatic monitoring of a large number of different plant variables

1
operating over a very wide range of process operations and of process dynamic behaviour. Such
monitoring will detect and compensate for current or impending plant emergencies or production
problems.

2
The development of a large number of quite complex, usually non-linear, relationships for the
translation of some of the above plant variable values into control correction commands.

3
The transmission of these control correction commands to another very large set of widely scattered
actuation mechanisms of various types.

Improvement of all aspects of the manufacturing operations of the plant by guid!ng them toward likely
4 optima of the appropriate economic or operational criteria. Results may be applied to the control

correction commands of Item 2 above and/or to the plant scheduling functions of Item 8 below.

S
Reconfiguration of the plant production system and/or of the control system as necessary and possible
to assure the applicable production and/or control system for the manufacturing situation at hand.

Keeping plant personnel, both operating and management, aware of the current status of the plant and
6 of each of its processes and their products including suggestions for alternate actions where

necessary.

7 Reduction of plant operational and production data and product quality data to form a historical
database for reference by plant engineering, other staff functions and marketing.

Adjusting the plant's production schedule and product mix to match its customers' needs, as expressed

8 by the new order stream being continually received, while maintaining a high plant productivity and the
lowest practical production costs. This function is also provided for appropriate plant preventive or
corrective maintenance functions.

9 Determination of and provision for appropriate inventory and use levels for raw materials, energy,
spares, goods in process and products to maintain desired production and economics for the plant.

10 Assuring the overall availability of the control system for carrying out its assigned tasks through the
appropriate combination of fault detection and fault tolerance, redundancy, and fail-safe techniques.

Maintaining interfaces with the external entities which interact with the plant production system such as
11 corporate management; marketing; accounting; corporate research, development and engineering;

external transportation; suppliers and vendors; purchasing; customers; and contractors.

Table 0.2 - An overall plant automation system provides

An effective dynamic control of each operating unit of the plant to assure that it is operating at its
maximum efficiency of production capability, product quality and/or of energy and materials utilization

1 based upon the production level set by the scheduling and supervisory functions listed below. This thus
becomes the control enforcement component of the system. This control reacts directly to compensate
for any emergencies which may occur in its own unit.

A supervisory and coordinating system, which determines and sets the local production level of all units
working together between inventory locations in order to continually improve (i.a., optimize) their
operation. This system assures that no unit is exceeding the general area level of production and thus
using excess raw materials or energy. This system also responds to the existence of emergencies or

2 upsets in any of the units under its control in cooperation with those units' dynamic control systems to
shut down or systematically reduce the output in these and related units as necessary to compensate
for the emergency. In addition, this system is responsible for the efficient reduction of plant operational
data from the dynamic control units, described just above, to assure its availability for use by any plant
entity requiring access to it as well as its use for the historical database of the plant.

An overall production control system capable of carrying out the schedUling functions for the plant from

3 customer orders or management decisions so as to produce the required products for these orders at
the best (near optimum) combination of customer service and of the use of time, energy, inventory,
manpower and raw materials suitably expressed as cost functions.

A method of assuring the overall reliability and availability of the total control system through fault
4 detection, fault tolerance, redundancy, uninterruptible power supplies, maintenance planning, and other

applicable techniques built into the system's specification and operation.
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Table 0.3 - Notes regarding optimization (improvement) of manufacturing efficiency

In discrete manufacturing optimization (improvement) is generally carried out in scheduling.

In continuous manufacturing optimization (improvement) is generally carried out both in control and scheduling.

Table 0.4 - Summary of duties of control computer systema

I. Production scheduling

II. Control enforcement

III. Plant coordination and operational data reporting

IV. System reliability and availability assurance

Item I of the above list (production' scheduling) corresponds to Item 3 of the list of Table 0.2.

Item II of the above list corresponds to much of Items 1 and 2 of the list of Table 0.2.

Items III and IV of the above list require the cooperative operation of all items of the list of Table 0.2. The plant
coordination part comprises the detailed interpretation and expansion of the overall production schedule of
Item 3 of Table 0.2.

It is our contention that such lists can outline the tasks that are carried out in any industrial
plant, particularly at the upper levels of the hierarchy. Details of how these operations are
actually carried out may vary drastically, particularly at the lowest levels, because of the
nature of the actual process being controlled. We all recognize that a distillation column will
never look like or respond like an automobile production line. But the operations themselves
remain the same in concept, particularly at the upper levels of the hierarchy.

Thus it is our further contention that despite the different nomenclature in different industries
the major differences in the control systems involved is concentrated in the details of the
dynamic control technologies used at Level 1 and the details of the mathematical models
used for optimization at Level 2.

The differences are thus concentrated in the details of the control and operation of the
individual production units (the application entities) of the factory. Commonality is in the
support functional entities (computational services, communications, database technology,
management structure, etc.). Sensing and communication techniques are exactly the same in
both systems. The same optimization algorithms can be used. Computer systems technology
and programming techniques should be the same and production scheduling technology
should be identical to name only a few.

Thus the duties of the hierarchical computer system can be established as outlined in Table
0.4 and in Figure 0.4. Therefore Levels 1 and 2 will concentrate on performing Task" of
Table 0.4, Levels 3 and 4 will carry out Task I and all will be involved in assuring the
implementation of Task III and the integrity of Task IV, overall reliability and availability.

Possibilities of major reduction in the costs, development manpower effort. and time required
to produce an integrated industrial control system then devolves upon the factors lIsted In

Table 0.5.
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Table 0.5 - Potential factors for facilitating integrated
control system development and use

1.

2.

Potential commonal ity of control system structure in terms of the :
A. Computer systems
B. Communications systems
C. Database organization

D. Relat ionship to pl~nt management and operational structure (personnel)
Commonality of the techniques of application of :
A. Software eng ineering and programming
B. Communications
C. Data base management
D. Control systems engineering
E. Production scheduling
F. Operations research and optimization

Table 0.6 - Required tasks of the intra-company management information system
(Level 48 of Figure 0.1 or Figure 0.2 or Level 5 of Figure 0.3)

'" . System coordination and reporting
1. Maintain interfaces with ;

A) Plant and company management
B) Sales and shipping personnel
C) Accounting, personnel and purchasing departments
D) Production scheduling level (level 4A)

2. Supply production and status information as needed to:
A) Plant and company management
B) Sales and shipping personnel
C) Accounting. personnel and purchasing departments
D) This information will be supplied in the form of:

1) Regular production and status reports
2) On-line inquiries

3. Supply order status information as needed to sales personnel
IV. Reliability assurance

4. Perform self-check and diagnostic checks on itself

NOTE 1 There are no production scheduling or control actions required at this level. This level is solely for
use as an upper management and staff level interface.

NOTE 2 Roman numeral subdivisions of Tables 0.6 to 0 .10 correspond to the same headings in Table 0 .4.

Table 0.7 - Duties of the production scheduling and operational management level
(Levels 4A or 5A)

I. Production scheduling

1. Establish basic production schedule.
2. Modify the production scheduling for all units per order stream received . energy constra ints . power

demand levels. and maintenance requ irements.
3. In coordination with required production schedule develop opt imum prevent ive maintenance and

production unit renovation schedule.
4. Determine the optimum inventory levels of raw mater ials , energy sources . spare parts . etc .. and ot

goods in process at each storage point. The criter ia to be used Will be the trace-ott between
customer serv ice (i.e. , short delivery time) versus the capital cost of the inventory itself . as well as
the trade-offs in operating costs versus costs of carrying the inventory leve l. rrus func tion wil l also
include the necessary material requirements plann ing (MRP) and spare parts procurement to sat rstv
the production schedule planned. (This is an off -line function .)

5. Modify production schedule as necessary whenever major production . interruptions OCcur In

downstream units, where such interruptions will affect prior or succeedtng units
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II I. Plant coord ination and operational data reporting
6. Collect and mainta in raw mater ial and spare parts use and available inventory and provide data for

purchasing lor raw mate rial and spare parts order entry and for transfer to accounting .

7. Collect and maintain overall energy use and ava ilable inventory and provide data for purchasing for
energy source order entry and for transfer to accounting .

8. Collect and maintain overall goods in process and production inventory files .

9. Collect and mainta in the qual ity control file .
10. Collect and mainta in mach inery and equipment use and li fe history files necessary for preventive

and predictive maintenance plann ing .
11. Collect and mainta in manpower use data for transmittal to personnel and accounting departments.

12. Mainta in interfaces with management interface level function and with area level systems.

IV. Reliability assurance

13. Run self-check and diagnostic rout ines on self and lower-level mach ines .

NOTE There are no control functions as such required at this level. This level is for the product ion scheduling
and overall plant data funct ions

Table 0.8 - Duties of the area level (Level 3)

I. Production scheduling

1. Establ ish the immediate production schedule for its own area including maintenance, transportation
and other production-re lated needs .

2. Locally opt imize the costs for its individual production area while carrying out the production
schedule established by the production control computer system (Level 4A) (i.e., minim ize energy
usage or maximize production for example) .

3 . Along with Level 4A modify production schedules to compensate for plant production interruptions,
which may occur in its area of responsibi lity.

III . System coord ination and operationa l data reporting
4. Make area production reports including variable manufacturing costs.
5. Use and mainta in area practice liles.
6. Collect and mainta in area data queues for production , inventory. and manpower, raw materials ,

spare parts and energy usage .
7. Maintain communications with higher and lower levels of the hierarchy.
8. Operations data collection and off- line ana lysis as required by engineering funct ions including

stat ist ical qua lity analysis and control funct ions .
9. Service the man/machine interface for the area .
10. Carry out needed personnel functions such as:

A) Work period statistics (time , task, etc .)
B) Vacation schedule
C) Work force schedules
D) Union line of progression
E) In-house training and personnel qualification

IV. Reliability assurance
11 . Diagnostics of self and lower-level functions

NOTE No control actions are required here . This leve l handles detailed production scheduling and area
coordination for the major plant subdivisions.
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Table 0.9 - Duties of the supervisory level (Level 2)

II. Control enforcement

1. Respond to any emergency condition, which may exist In Its region of plant cognizance .
2. Optimize the oper~tion of units under .its control within limits of established production schedule.

Carry out all established process operational schemes or operating practices in connection with these
processes.

III. System coordination and operational data reporting
3. Collect and maintain data queues of production, inventory, and raw material, spare parts ar.d energy

usage for the units under its control.
4. Maintain communications with higher and lower levels.
5. Serv ice the man/machine interlaces for the units involved.

IV. Reliability assurance
6. Perlorm diagnostics on itself and lower-level machines .
7. Update all standby systems.

NOTE This level and those below it carry out the necessary control and optimization functions for the individual
production units to enforce the production schedule set by levels 4A and 3.

Table 0.10 - Duties of the control level (Levell)

II. Control enforcement
1. Maintain direct control of the plant units under its cognizance .
2. Detect and respond to any emergency condit ion , which may exist in these plant units .

III. System coordination and reporting
3. Collect information on unit production , raw material and energy use and transmit to higher levels.
4. Service the operator's man/machine interlace.

IV. Reliab ility assurance
5. Perform diagnostics on itself .

6. Update any standby systems.

NOTE 1 It has repeatedly been shown that one of the major benefits of the use of digital computer control
systems in the automation of industrial plants has been in the role of a control systems enforcer. In this mode, one
of the cont rol computer's main tasks is to continually assure that the control system equipment Is actually carrying
out the job that it was designed to do in keeping the units of the plant production system operating at some best
(near optimal) level.
NOTE 2 That is , to be sure that in the continuous process plant , for instance, the controllers have not been set on
manual, that the opt imal set points are being mainta ined, etc. Likewise, it is the task of dynamic control to assure
that the plant's production schedule is carried out. i.e., to enforce the task set by the production scheduling
function.
NOTE 3 In the Purdue Reference Model definition there are no informational transformations at Level O.

NOTE 4 Sensors determine the state of the physical equipment or the material being transformed therein .
All operations on the resulting data are informational. Sensor outputs are considered part of Level 1.

NOTE 5 Actuators are considered part of Level 0 - commands to them are considered Level 1.
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0.4 Tasks of each level of the hierarchy

In the context of any large industrial plant, or of a complete industrial company based .in o~e

location, the tasks that would be carried out at each level of the hierarchy are as described In

Tables 0.6 to 0.10. Note that these tasks are subdivided within each table into those related
to production scheduling, control enforcement, systems coordination and reporting, and
reliability assurance (Table 0.4). As was mentioned above, these tables outlln~ the tasks
which are carried out in any industrial plant, particularly at the upper levels of the hierarchy.

Figures 0.5 to 0.10 show the application of the scheduling. and hierarchy.view to ~ variety of
industries showing also that the computer control system ?Iscu~sed here IS.pyramldal as well
as hierarchical. Figure 0.10 is an entirely different appearing diagram. as originally developed
by the Cincinnati-Milacron Company. However, with the current CIM hierarchy levels Imposed,
it can be readily seen that this diagram converts direct to the others.

Figures 0.5 to 0.10 also bring out an important aspect of this model in relation to those
proposed by some other developers, that is, inventories and associated material handling
equipment in relation to the manufacturing processes themselves are treated just like any
other process. Thus they are considered to have process control inputs and outputs and their
dynamic behaviour can be modelled mathematically in order to develop the appropriate
overall control system for the functions served by the inventory and its associated material
handling equipment.

0.5 The data flow graph, a functional network view of the elM reference model

There is need in the reference architecture to have a mechanism to show the interconnection
and precedence of the several tasks assigned to the overall mill-wide control system which is
not shown by the scheduling and control hierarchy view. An excellent method for showing this
is the so-called data flow graph or information flow graph using a technique known as
structured analysis (see Bibliography), also known as the Yourdon-OeMarco technique.

This clause will develop such a representation as derived from the CIM reference model. The
basis for this work will be a data flow model, contributed to the Purdue Reference Model for
CIM project by The Foxboro Company in August 1986 (see Bibliography). The original
document has been considerably modified by the Workshop CIM Committee to match the
nomenclature, etc., of other parts of the model's documentation.

As noted above, this method diagrams the interconnection of the several tasks carried out by
the control system and allows the potential for an ever greater detailing of these tasks in the
form of sub-tasks and the resulting interconnections of these sub-tasks with each other and
the main tasks. These diagrams are restricted to the model as defined in the Purdue
Reference Model for CIM (i.e., the definable scheduling and control system for the
manufacturing facility and including only interfaces to the external influences), i.e., the
integrated information management and control system of Figure 0.1 and the information
systems architecture of this text.

The set of diagrams begins with the interconnection of the influencing external entities on the
factory itself (Figure 0.12). In the present model, one very important external influence on the
factory is the company management itself. As noted in Figure 0.13 management interfaces
through the staff departments which provide services to the factory itself or express
management's policies in sets of requirements to be fulfilled by the factory.

It will be immediately noticed by the reader that the two lists of tasks and functions we are
de~e~oping here look entire.,y different even though each is a complete listing within itself.
This IS because these two different models of the information architecture show different ones
of the. task and function relation~hips. The scheduling and control hierarchy shows
subordination, precedence, time horizon and span of control, while the data flow diagram
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showS connectivity and precedence. Thus, since there is no layering in the data flow diagram
(subordinat ion) and no connectivity in the scheduling and control hierarchy, their views of the
tasks and functions are greatly different. This results in a different definition of each task in
many cases particularly because of a difference in span of concern. Therefore, the description
and labels may be (and are) different between the two models .

Table 0 .11 presents the functions and tasks listed on the diagrams of Figures 0.16 to 0 .28.
Table 0.12 makes a comparison of the tasks listed in Tables 0.6 to 0.10 versus those on
Figures 0.16 to D.28 as discussed just above .
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Table 0.11 - Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions)

FIRST ORDER ENTITY DIV ISIONS

O. FACILITY MODEL CONTEXT - Figure 0 .16
External entities
Marketing and sales
Corporate R. D. and E.
Supp lier
Vendor
Customer
Transport company
Accounting
Purchasing

1. ORDER PROCESSING - Bubble 1 of Figure D.16 and Figure D. 17
Customer order handling . acceptance and confirmation
Sales forecasting
Wa iver and reservation handling
Gross marg in reporting
Determine production orders

2. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING - Bubble 2 and Figure D.18
Determine production schedule
Identif,! long-term raw material requ irements
Determine pack-out schedule for and-products
Determine ava ilable product for sa les

3. PRODUCTION CONTROL - Bubble 3 and Figu re D.19
Control of transformation of raw mate rials into end product in accordance with production schedule and
production standards
Maintenance of processing equipment
Plant eng ineering and updating of process plans , etc.
Issue requi rements for raw mate rials
Produce reports of performance and costs
Evaluate constraints to capac ity and quality
Self -test and diagnostics of production and control equipment

4. MATERIALS AND ENERGY CONTROl- Bubble 4 and Figure D.23
Keep stock of raw materials
Reorder raw materials according to production requirements
Accept del ive ry 01 raw materials . request QA tests and release lor utilization after approval
Reporting on RM and energy utilization
Rep ort ing on RM Inventory to production

5. PROCUREMENT - Bubble 5 and Figure D.24
Place orders with suppliers for RM supp lies, spare parts, tools , equ ipment and other required materials
Monitor progress of purchases and report to requisitioners
Release Incoming invoices for payment after arrival and approval of goods

6. QUALITY ASSURANCE - Bubble 6 and Figure D.25
Testmq and classification of incoming material and end products
Set standard for production QA in accordance with market and technology requirements
Ass ist production with except ional and effective QA tests

7. PROD UCT INVENTORY - Bubble 7 and Figure D.26
Keep stock of produced end-products
Make rese rvation for specif ic product on list in accordance with product sell ing directives
Pack -ou t end-product in accordance with schedule
Report on Inventory to production schedul ing
Report on balance and losses to product cost accounting
Arrange physica l loadin g/shipment of goods in coordination with product sh ipp ing administration
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Table 0.11 - Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions)(confinuedj

8. COST ACCOUNTING Bubble 8 and Figure 0.27
Calcu late and report on total product cost
Report cost results to production for adjustment
Set cost objectives for production

9. PRODUCT SHIPPING ADMINISTRATION - Bubble 9 and Figure 0.28
Organ ize transport for product shipment in accordance with accepted orders requirements
Negotiate and place orders with transport companies
Accept fre ight items on si te and release material for shipment
Prepare accompanying documents for shipment (BOl . customs clea rance)
Confirm shipment and release for invoicing to general accounting
Report on shipping costs to product cost accounting

(10.0 MAINTENANCE (defined as a FIRST ORDER ENTITY in the ISA-95.00.01·2000 model))

SECOND-ORDER ENTITY SUBDIVISIONS

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.1

2 .2

2.3

PRODUCTION FORECASTING (lONG RANGE) - Bubb le 1.1, Figure 0 .17
The orders expected with in the next period of time are pred icted
The prediction is based on the sales history and function of the market expectation
Forecast ing makes use of the traditional statistical techn iques (smoothing, seasonal indices . etc .)
The forecasting period is set by the conf idence of market expectations
Market expectations are influenced by outside factors . for example, econom ical or pol it ical situation . or by
inside facto rs, for example. long-term contracts. production problems

HISTORIAN - Bubble 1.2 , Figure 0 .17
Create and update a sales history file with clarification of product, customer, shipping method

ORDER ENTRY - Bubble 1.3 . Figure 0 .17
Main interface with customer for inquir ies and orders
Supply product pr ice and availabil ity
Handle order entry and amendments
Give confirmation and progress of entered orders

PRODUCTION ORDER - Bubble 1.4 . Figure 0.17
Based on active and forecasted orders determine the required production

ORDER ACCEPTANCE - Bubble 1.5 , Figure 0.17
Handle the acceptance for delivery of entered orders
Acceptance is based on abil ity to manufacture and availability of product customer cred ibility is checked
In specif ic cases the product specifications can be waived in accordance with marketing policies to ret ily a
part icular customer or market need

PROCESS PRODUCTION ORDERS - Bubble 2.1. Figure 0 .18
Prod uce detailed product ion requ irements from sales production orders
Highlight specification requirements for non-standard requests
Produce production order entry in scheduling file and append shipment requirements

BALANCE IN PROCESS AND PRODUCTION INVENTORY - Bubble 2.2. Figure 0 .18
Identify ordered quantit ies against produced products and initiate pack -out of specific shipments
Identify ava ilabil ity of on-hand product
Highlight va riance in production schedule
Maintain capacity estimates for production fac ility in terms of products I
PRODUCTION FORECASTING (SHORT TERM) - Bubb le 2.3, Figure 0.18 . .
From existing production orders and known capacity, produce spec if ic schedule entnes for production rates

and specif ications
Set long-term raw material order rates to meet production schedule
Produce a long-term forecast report
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Table 0.11 - Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions)(continued)

2.4

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

4.1

42

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

PRODUCTION SCHEDULING - Bubble 2.4 . Figure 0 .18
Produce formal production schedule . .
Modify production schedu le to account lor production variances and Interruptions
Modify production schedule to account for Inventory and shipments

PROCESS SUPPORT ENGINEERING - Bubble 3.1, Figure 0 .19 ; Figure 0 .20
Issue request lor modilication or maintenance
Coord inate maintenance and engineering act ivities
Provide technical standards and methods to maintenance funct ion
Follow -up on equipment and process performance
Prov ide techn ical support to operators
Follow-up on technological developments
Prov ide specif ications lor purchase order requests

MAINTENANCE - Bubble 3.2 . Figure 0.19 ; Figure 0.21 (10.0 in the ISA ·95.00 .01-2000 model)
Provide maintenance for exist ing installations
Prov ide preventative maintenance programme
Provide equipment monitoring programme to anticipate failure including sell-check and diagnostic
programmes
Place purchase order request lor mater ials and spare parts
Develop maintenance cost reports
Coordinate outside contract work effort

OPERATIONS CONTROL - Bubble 3.3. Figure 0- 19; Figure 0 .22
Superv ise the operations 01 product ion process
Keep track and report on production costs and performance
Interpret the production plan in terms of the set points to indiv idua l units
Diagnostics and sell -check 01 production and control equipment

OPERATIONS PLANNING - Bubble 3.4. Figure 0 .19
Set up a daily production plan as funct ion of the production schedule
Check schedule against raw material availab ility and product sto rage capac ity
Determ ine percent of capacity status
Modify product ion plan hour ly to account lor equipment outage. manpower and raw materials availability

MATERIAL AND ENERGY REQUIREMENT CONTROL - Bubble 4.1 , Figure 0 .23
Determ ine supplier of new materials based on short- and/or long-term requirements from planning or
manulacturing taking existing inventory into account
Set up transfers 01 materials and energy to manufacturing
Issue purchase request tor new malerial and energy supplies
Notify incoming material and energy contro l on expected incom ing orders

OPTIMUM MATERIAL AND ENERGY INVENTORY LEVELS - Bubble 4 .2 , Figure 0 .23
Continuousty calculate and report inventory balance and losses of RM and energy utilization

INCOMING RAW MATERIAL AND ENERGY CONTROL - Bubble 4 .3. Figure 0 .23
Receive incoming material and energy supplies and request QA tests
Transfer material and energy to storage andlor classily for use after QA approval
Notily purchasing 01accepted material and energy supplies to release payment

RAW MATERIAL AND ENERGY ROUTING - Bubble 4.4 , Figure 0 .23
Set up and monitor the movement 01mater ial and energy in storage
Update inventory of all movements and changes

RAW MATERIAL AND ENERGY INVENTORY REPORTING - Bubble 4.5. Figure 0 .23
Report ing of inventory to production

RAW MATERIAL AND ENERGY MOVEMENT CONTROL - Bubble 4.6, Figure 0 .23
Contro l and monitor transfer of mater ials

DRAW MATERIALS AND ENERGY MEASUREMENT VALIDATION - Bubble 4.7, Figure 0 .23
See 3.3 .4
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Table 0.11 -Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions)(continued)

5.1 ORDER PLACEMENT - Bubble 5.1, Figure D.24
Order preparation for raw materials, spare parts, etc ., for presentation to the vendors based on procuremenl
contracts negotiated by company purchasing
Updating of vendor library and purchasing files of vendor's performance on orders

5.2 PROCESS REQUESTS - Bubble 5.2 , Figure D.24
Collection and processing of unit requests for raw materials. spare parts , etc.• for order placement to vendors
Checking of requests fo r those materials versus historical files and budgets to assure correctness of requests

5.3 COST CONTROL - Bubble 5.3, Figure D.24
Certification of invoices on raw materials and spare parts based on satisfactory receipt of requested rnatana ts
or parts

6.1 SET STANDARDS AND METHODS - Bubble 6.1, Figure D.25
Issue standards to manufacturing and testing laboratories in accordance with requirements from technology.
marketing and customer services

6.2 RAW MATERIALS EVALUATION - Bubble 6.2, Figure D.25
Testing of incoming raw materials and approval for use if in accordance with set standards
Collect and maintain quality control file for data for quality control analysis

6.3 EVALUATION OF PRODUCT - Bubble 6.3, Figure D.25
Test of final product and report results to classification
Collect and maintain quality control file for data for quality control analysis

QA MEASUREMENT VALIDATION - Bubble 6.5, Figure D.25
Checking of product data versus customer's requirements and statistical quality control
adequate quality before shipment
Maintenance of quality statistics on each item checked for continuing quality control studies .

6.4

6.5

CLASSIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION - Bubble 6.4. Figure D.25
Classify qual ity and properties of end-product in accordance with set marketing standards
Waiver classification on exceptional basis according to the request from product selling
Report QA results and classificat ion to finished product inventory control
Certify that product was produced according to standard process conditions
Report process data and certification to finished product inventory control

I
I
I
I

routines to assure I

6.6 LABORATORY AND AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS - Bubble 6.6. Figure D.25
Conduct of metric. chemical and physical tests on sample product items to obtain data for on-going quality

control tests
Transmission of this data to analysis facilities and quality control systems 10 assure future qual ity of product

6.7 ANALYSE PROCESS CAPABILITY - Bubble 6.7, Figure D.25
Use SQC methodology to examine product data to determine process capability of meeting product

specifications
Relay process deviations to process engineering for re-evaluation to upgrade process
Relay methods deviation to standards and methods group for corrective action

7.1 INVENTORY SUPERVISION - Bubble 7.1. Figure D.26
Coordinate all activities in product inventory control
Set up transfers of material to packing unit in accordance to pack-out schedule
Request replen ishment of packing materials
Handle reservations and update inventory accord ingly

7.2 LOSS CONTROL - Bubble 7.2. Figure 0 .26
Cont inuously calculate and report on inventory balance and losses

7.3 INVENTORY REPORTING - Bubble 7.3. Figure 0 .26
Generate da ily . weekly ._ . reports on actual amounts of materials in storage
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Table 0.11 - Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions) (continued)

7.4 PRODUCT SHIPPING - Bubble 7.4. Figure D.26
Set up and mon itor transfers of products to customer in accordance with requ irements from shipp ing
administration
Report confirmation of shipment for release 01 invoicin g

7.5 PRODUCT ROUTING - Bubble 7.5, Figure 0 .26
Sat -up and moni tor the routes of product transfer and update inventory on cha nge s

7.6 PHYSICAL PRODUCT MOVEMEN T CONTROL - Bubble 7.6. Figure D.26
See 4.6

7.7 INVENTORY MEASUREMENT VALIDATION - Bubb le 7.7, Figure 0.26
See 3.3.4

8.1 COSTS BALANCING AND BUDGET - Bubb le 8.1, Figu re D.27
Establishment of criter ia and tests to assure that ope rational budget is being followed
Collection of raw material, labour, ene rgy and other costs for transmiss ion to accounting

8.2 RAW MATER IAL AND PARTS COSTS (ACCOUNTS PAYABLE) - Bubble 8.2, Figure D.27
Collection of cost data on all raw mater ials and spare parts in inventory or procured for the plant

8.3 PRODUCT INCOME (ACCOUNTS RECEIVED ) - Bubb le 8.3, Figu re D.27
Collection of data of product shipped or in inventory
Release invo ice data to cost accounting at standard cost

8.4 PRODUCTION COSTS - Bubble 8.4 , Figure D.27
Collection of data on costs of prod uction in the plan t - labo ur , energy, raw material usage, spare parts
usage, etc .

9.1 SHIPMENT SCHEDULING - Bubble 9.1. Figure D.28
Class ify accepted order and produce shipping schedule

9.2 SHIPP ING COSTS - Bubb le 9.2, Figure 0 .28
Calculate and report cost of shipp ing

9.3 SHIPMENT CONFIRMATION - Bubble 9.3, Figure 0 .28
Update shipp ing schedu le to indicate that shipping has been done and configuration of shipments

9.4 RELEASE FOR INVOICING - Bubb le 9.4, Figure D.28
Not ify accounting of shipment in order to release invoice

9.5 RELEASE SHIPMENT - Bubb le 9.5. Figure D.28
Send information for shipment to product shipp ing

9.6 PREPARE SHIPPING DOCUMENTS - Bubble 9.6, Figure D.28
Issue bill of lading, customer clearance, documents that are requ ired with shipmenl
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Table 0.11 - Information ~Io.~ model of 9.eneric production facility mlnl-.pecs
(definition of functlons)(continued)

THIRD·ORDER ENTITY SUBDIVISIONS

3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

3.1.4

3.1.5

3.1.6

3.1.7

3.1.8

3.2.1

3.2.2

PROJECT MANAGEMENT - Bubble 3.1.1, Figure D.20
Management of engineering function
Coord inat ion of equipmenl and process modifica tion
Cost and progress reporting
Project plann ing
Design follow-up wilh correct ive action

EQUIPMENT AND PROCESS DESIGN MODIFICATION - Bubble 3.1.2. Figure D.20
Estab lish design basis of new project
Supply necessary info rmation to allow cost estimating
Report and coordinate special ists ' assistance
Provide Techn ical Information to Operators

ENGINEERING SPECIALISTS - Bubble 3.1.3, Figure 0.20
Provide support and advice in special area
Follow-up on state of the art in technology
Assess plant process and equipment performance
Adjust standards and methods to needs and progress
Monitor the interpretation of des ign basis during detailed engineering

STANDARDS AND METHODS - Bubble 3.1.4, Figure 0 .20
Establ ish standards for process equipment , design techniques and process operational methods (practice
files)
Promulgate such standards within the process support engineering functions and within the operat ional
groups of the facto ry

PROJECT COST CONTROL - Bubble 3.1.5. Figure 0.20
Prov ide cost estimates of planned projects
Foltow -up and report on costs of projects in execut ion

PROCESS ANALYSIS AND PROJECT DETAILED ENGINEERING - Bubble 3.1.6. Figure 0 .20
Conduct plant performance studies
Provide deta ils for the construction of equipment or process modification project in accordance to design
basis
Issue report for ordering of new equipment
Issue spec if icat ions to vendor
Report on engineering and committed equipment costs

EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION CONSTRUCTION - Bubble 3.1.7, Figure 0 .20
Provide for construction of project
Report on cost and labou r

DRAFTING DOCUMENTAT ION - Bubble 3.1.8. Figure 0.20
Mainta in master copies of all plant drawings for units under its cognizan~e .
Responsible for updating drawings and associated documentation as units are modified
Supply copies as needed

MAINTENANCE PLANNING - Bubble 3.2.1. Figure 0.21
Organ ization and supervision of requested maintenance
Reporting on performed maintenance . .
Coord inate planned work with operators and plant supervrsron
Monitor and update maintenance history file

MAINTENANCE COST CONTROL - Bubble 3.2.2, Figure 0 .21 .
Fottow-up on used spare parts. report maintenance labour and report on maintenance costs
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Table 0.11 - Information flow model of generic production facility mini-specs
(definition of functions)(continued)

3.2.3 SPARE PARTS - Bubble 3.2.3. Figure 0 .21
Superv ise spare parts warehouse
Supply necessary parts to maintenance crews
Report on inventory to plann ing lor reordering
Report to cost control on used parts
Accept and control new del ivered parts Irom vendors

32.4 MAINTENANCE CREW SUPERV ISION - Bubble 3.2.4 , Figure 0 .21
Perform requested maintenance work
Superv ise and coordinate with outside contractors
Report on techn ical act ivities to files
Report on installation and equipmen t performance to engineering

3.2.5 DOCUMENTATION - Bubble 3.2.5. Figure 0 .21
See Item 3.1.8

3.3.1 OPERATIONS SUPERVISION - Bubble 3.3.1. Figure 0 .22
Set objectives lor process operation
Superv ise people in operation 01 the process and equipment
Deal directly in the resolution of exception cond it ions
Issue modification or maintenance requests
Set and report production capac ity limits
Monitor and report on product ion cost and performance

3.3.2 OPERATIONS COST CONTROL- Bubble 3.3.2, Figure 0 .22
Calculate total operating costs
Mainta in short-term econom ic balances of energy and materials
Captu re maintenance and engineering costs cha rgeable to operations

3.3.3 PHYSICAL PROCESS CONTROL - Bubble 3.3.3, Figure 0 .22
Stab il ize process variables to del ined ope rating set points
Alarm ing 01 operating variables lor except ional conditions
Maintain operation against constraints or at spec il icat ions
Response to operators and process engineers' requests
Response to emergencies

3.34 OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENT VALIDATION - Bubble 3.3.4 , Figu re 0 .22
Assess the valid ity of the measurements lor lurther use with in their lim its of conf idence
Tag measurement data with quality and time

3.3.5 EQUIPMENT MONITORING - Bubble 3.3.5 . Figure 0.22
Assess the operating perlormance and limits of process equipment
Alarm ing 01 equipment status variables against constraints
Indicate performance against expected equipment lil e cyc les

3.3.6 PRODUCTION BALANCING AND OPTIMIZATION - Bubble 3.3.6, Figure 0 .22
Optimization 01 production process to set objectives within equ ipment constraints
Mainta in material and energy balance to indicate exceptional conditions
Perform perfo rmance tests where necessa ry to dete rmine capac ity
Monitor product qual ity against spec ilications and standards
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Figure 0.16 - 0.0 facility model
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Figure 0.17 - 1.0 order processing
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Figure 0.18 - 2.0 production scheduling
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Figure 0.19 - 3.0 production control
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Figure 0.20 - 3.1 process support engineering
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Figure 0.21 - 3.2 maintenance

NOTE Sub -function 3.2, maintenance, is defined as a separate major function (10.0. mai ntenance ) in the model in
th is standard. This was to simplify the representation of the Level 3·4 split in the discussion and assoc iated fiQures .
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Figure 0.22 - 3.3 operations control
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Figure 0.23 - 4 .0 materials and energy control
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lililu

Figure 0-24 - 5.0 procurement
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Figure 0.25 - 6.0 quality assurance
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Figure 0.26 - 7.0 product inventory
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Figure 0.27 - 8.0 cost accounting
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Figure 0.28 - 9.0 product shipping administration
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Table 0.12 - Correlation of information flow tasks with the tasks
of the scheduling and control hierarchy

Data flow diagram listing Scheduling and control hlerlrchy lilting

Figure No . and locati on Title Table No. and entry Title

Figure 0 .16 Order proce ss ing Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Production scheduling

Task 1.0 Item 1(2)

Figure 0.16 Production scheduling Table 0 .6. 0. 7. 0 .7 Produc tion schedu ling

Task 2.0 lIem 1(1-3.5)

Tab le 0 .6. 0 .7. 0 .8 Same

Item 1(1 .3)

Figure 0 .16 Production con trol Table 0 .6. 0 .7. 0 .8 Area opt imization

Task 3.0 Item 1(2)

Table 0 .9 Cont rol enforcement

lIem II

Table 0 .10 Same

lIem II

Figu re 0.16 Raw material cont rol Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Optimum inventory levels

Task 4.0 Item 1(4)

lIem III Procurement order entry

(6.7)

Figure 0 .16 Procurem ent Table 0 .6, 0 .7 Procurement order entry

Task 5.0 Item III (6,7)

Figu re 0 .16 Qual ity assurance Table 0 .6. 0.7. 0 .8 Quality control file

Task 6.0 Item 11 1(9)

Table 0 .6, 0 .7. 0.8 Statistical quality analysis
and control functions

Item 111(8)

Figure 0.16 Product inventory control Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Optimum inventory level s

Task 7.0 lI em 1(4)

lIem 111 (8) Goods in process
inventory

Figure 0.16 Product cos t accounting Tab le 0 .6. 0 .7 Production and raw

lIem 111(6-8)
material . energy source

Task 8.0 and spare parts use data
plus inventory data

Tab le 0 .6. 0 .7. 0 .8

Item 111 (4.6) Same

Table 0.10 Same

Item 111(3)
Same

Table 0 .10

Item 111 (3)

Figu re 0 .16 Product shipp ing Table 0 .6 Product Inventory and

administrat ion Item ' " (lB.26)
production stat us and data

Task 9.0
Same

Table 0 .6. 0 .7. 0 .8

Item 111(8)

Figure 0 .17 Production Table 0 .6.0.7.0.8 Basic produc tion

Task 1.1 Forecasting Item I (1) Scheduling
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Oala flow diagram listing Scheduling and control hierarchy listing

Figure No. and location Tille Tabla No. and enlry Title

Figure 0 .17 Historian Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0.8 Basic production

Task 1.2 lteml(l) Schedul ing

Figure 0 .17 Order entry Tab le 0 .6, 0.7, 0 .8 Basic production

Task 1.3 Item I (1) Scheduling

Figure 0 .17 Production order Table 0 .6, 0 .7 , 0 .8 Basic production

Task 1.4 Item I (1) Scheduling

Figure 0 .17 Order acceptance Table 0 .6, 0 .7 , 0 .8 Sales coordination

Task 1.5 Item I (1)

Figure 0 .18 Process production Tab le 0.6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Production

Task 2.1 Orders Item I (1,2) Scheduling

Figure 0.18 Process production Table 0 .6, 0 .7 , 0 .8 Inventory management

Task 2.2 Orders Item I (1,2)

Figure 0.18 Process production Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Basic production

Task 2.3 Orders Item I (4) Scheduling

Figure 0 .18 Process production Table 0 .6, 0 .7 Production

Task 2.4 Orders Item I (1-3 ,5) Scheduling

Table 0-6, 0-7, 0 -8 Same

Item I (1,3)

Figure 0 .19 Process support Table 0 .6, 0.7, 0 .8 Engineering functions

Task 3.1
engineering

Item III (8)

Figure 0 .19 Maintenance Table 0 .6, 0 .7 , 0 .8 Maintenance

Task 3.2 Item 1(3) Scheduling

Item III (10) Maintenance data

Table A7-VIII Immediate production

Item 1(1)
schedule

Figure 0 ,19 Operations control Table 0.6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Area optimization

Task 3.3 Item I (2)

Table 0 .9 Control enforcement

Item II

Table 0 .10 Same

Item II

Figure 0 .19 Operation plann ing Table O.VI , 0 .7, 0 .8 Production
Task 3.4 Item I (1,3) Scheduling

Figure 0 .20 Project management Table 0.6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Engineering functions
Task 3.1.1 Item III (8)

Figure 0.20 Equipment and process

Task 3.1.2 design modification

Figure 0 .20 Engineering specialists

Task 3.1.3

Figure 0 .20 Standards and methods

Task 3.1.4

Figure 0 .20 Projec t cost control

Task 3.1.5
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Data flow diagram listing Scheduling and control hierarchy lIatlng

Figure No . and location Title Table No. and entry Title

Figure 0.20 Project detailed

Task 3.1.6
engineering

Figure 0.20 Equipment modification

Task 3.1.7
construction

Figure 0 .20 Drafting documentation

Task 3.1.8

Figure 0.21 Maintenance planning Table 0.6 , 0 .7, 0.8 Maintenance scheduling

Task 3.2.1 Item I (3)

Item '" (10) Maintenance data

Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Immediate production

Item 1(1)
schedule

Figure 0 .21 Cost control Table 0.6. 0 .7 Cost reporting

Task 3.2 .2 Item III (10,11)

Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Same

Item "' (6,10)

Figure 0.21 Spare parts Table 0 .6, 0 .7 Procurement

Task 3.2.3 Item I (4)

Item III (6) Same

Figure 0.21 Crew scheduling Table 0.6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Personnel functions

Task 3.2.4 Item III (10)

Figure 0.21 Documentation Table 0.6, 0 .7 Maintenance data

Task 3.2.5 Item '" (10)

Table 0 .6. 0 .7, 0 .8 Same

Item III (6)

Figure 0.22 Operations supervision Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Maintenance date

Task 3.3.1 Item I, III

Table 0 .6. 0 .7. 0 .8 Same

Item 1.111

Figure 0.22 Operations cost control Table 0.6, 0 .7 Maintenance data

Task 3.3.2 Item III

Table 0.6, 0 .7, 0 .8 Same

Item III (4. 6·10)

Figure 0.22 Physical process control Table 0 .9 Maintenance data

Task 3.3.3 Item II

Table 0 .10 Same

Item II

Figure 0.22 Operational measurement Table 0.9 Maintenance data

Task 3.3.4
validations Item II

Table 0.10 Same

Item II
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Data fl ow diagram listing Scheduling and control hierarchy listing

Figure No. and location Title Table No. and entry Title

Figure 0 .22 Equipment monitoring Table 0 .6, 0 .7 Maintenance data

Task 3.3.5 Item III (10)

Table 0 .6. 0 .7, 0 .8 Immedia te produ ction
schedu le

Item III (1)

Table 0 .9 Emergency response

Item II (1)

Table 0. 10 Reliabil ity assurance

Item II (2) Emergency response

Item IV Rel iab il ity assu rance

Figure 0 .22 Produc tion balancing Table 0.6, 0 .7 Prod uct ion

Task 3.3.5
optim izat ion

Item I Opt imization

Table 0 .6.0.7.0.8

Item I (2)

Table 0.9

Item II (2)

Figure 0 ·23 Raw Material Requirement Table 0 -6 . 0 -7 Raw mat erial procurement

Task 4.1
Control

Item I (4) Raw material use data

Item III (6) Same

Table 0 -6 . 0 -7. 0 -8

Item III (6) Same

Table 0.9

Item III (3) Same

Table 0.10

Item III (3)

Figure 0 .23 Inventory balancing

Task 4.2

Figure 0 .23 Incoming raw mater ial

Task 4.3
routing

Figure 0 .23 Material rout ing

Task 4.4

Figure 0 .3 Inventory report ing

Task 4.5

Figure 0 .23 Mater ial movement control

Task 4.6

Figure 0 .23 Raw material measure -

Task 4.7
ment val idat ion

Figure 0 .24 Order replacement Table 0.6, 0 .7 Procurement

Task 5.1 Item I (4)

Figure 0 .24 Process requests

Task 5.2

Figure 0 .24 Cost control

Task 5.3
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Data flow diagram listing Schaduling and control hlararchy liatlng

Figure No. and location Title Tabla No. and antry Tltla

Figure 0 .25 Set standards and Table 0.6. 0.7 Quality control analysis
methods

Task 6.1 Item III (9)

Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0.8 Quality control analysis

Item III (8)

Figure 0.25 Raw material evaluation

Task 6.2

Figure 0 .25 Evaluation of product

Task 6.3

Figure 0.25 Classification

Task 6.4

Figure 0 .25 QIA measurement
validation

Task 6.5

Figure 0 .25 laboratory and automatic

Task 6.6
analysis

Figure 0.25 Analyse processing

Task 6.7
capability

Figure 0 .25 Inventory supervision Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Product Inventory

Task 7.1 Item I (4)

Item III (8) Same

Table 0.6. 0.7. 0.8 Sama

Item 111(6)

Table 0.9 Same

Item III (3)

Table 0.10

Item III (3)

Figure 0 .26 loss control

Task 7.2

Figure 0 .26 Inventory reporting

Task 7.3

Figure 0 .26 Product shipping

Task 7.4

Figure 0 .26 Product routing

Task 7.5

Figure 0 .26 Product movement

Task 7.6

Figure 0 .26 Inventory measurement
validation

Task 7.7
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Data flow diagram lI.tlng Scheduling and control hierarchy listing

Figure No. and location Title Table No. and entry Title

Figure 0 .27 Cost balanc ing and Table 0 .6 Cost reporting

Task 8.1
budget

Item III (2C)

Table 0.6. 0 .7 Same

Item I (4)

Table 0 .6, 0.7 Same

Item III

Table 0 .6, 0.7. 0 .8 Same

Item III (4, 6-10)

Table 0 .9 Same

Item III

Table 0 .10 Same

Item III

Figure 0 .27 Raw mater ials and parts

Task 8.2
(costs and accounts
payable)

Figure 0 .27 Product income (accounts

Task 8.3
receivable)

Figure 0 .27 Production costs

Task 8.4

Figure 0 .28 Shipping scheduling Table 0 .6 Product inventory and

Task 9.1 Item III (1B, 2B)
availability

Table 0 .6. 0 .7 Production scheduling
Item I

Table 0 .6, 0 .7 Product inventory and
Item III (8) availability

Table 0 .6, 0 .7, 0 .8

Item III (6) Same

Table 0 .9

Item III (6) Same

Table 0.10

Item III (3) Same

Figure 0 .28 Shipping costs

Task 9.2

Figure 0 .28 Shipment configuration

Task 9.3

Figure 0 .28 Invoicing

Task 9.4

Figure 0 .28 Release shipments

Task 9.5

Figure 0 .28 Prepare shipping

Task 9.6
documents
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Annex E
(informative)

PRM correlation to MESA International
model and lEe 62264 models

E.1 Need for this correlation

The description of the schedu ling and control hierarchy in the standard has been taken direct
from that described in the Purdue Reference Model for elM. As noted earlier. there are many
such descriptions in the literature. all somewhat different based on the viewpoints of the
authors and the organizations they represent. There is a need to rationalize the treatments of
these different assumptions. This annex does this for those used in this standard .

One particularly popular description is that developed by MESA Internat ional, a consort ium of
vendor companies in the manufacturing control field . The publication MES functionality and
MRP to MES Data Flow Possibilities develops and descr ibes their listing of the functions at
Level 3. Th is standard's Level 3 functions. with the correspond ing MESA International names
are presented below with a reference in each case to the corresponding function in the PRM
(see Bibliography).

E.2 Resource allocation and control

This is called resource allocation and status in the MESA model. These functions are handled
in the PRM by Function 3.0, production control, and in particular Functions 3.2, operations
control, and 3.3, operations planning. See 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 and Table 0.11 of the PRM.

E.3 Dispatching production

This is called dispatching production units in the MESA model. These functions would be
handled in the PRM by "establishing the immediate production schedule," as given in 5.1.2
here and by the same functions as listed under 5.2.1 above.

E.4 Data collection and acquisition

The PRM in Tab le 0.4. Item III, plant coordination and operational data report ing, of Annex 0
covers this function. Its applicability in each level of the hierarchy is presented in Tables 0.6
to 0.10 of the PRM.

E.5 Quality management

The PRM includes the quality assurance function in 6.6 of this standard and Item 6.0 and
subs idiary functions of Table 0 .11 and Figure 0 .25 of the PRM.

E.6 Process management

The PRM defines this function under its concept of control enforcement. ~he . carrying .out of
production scheduling and other upper-level directives by the control application functions of
Levels 1 and 2 of the hierarchy (Tables 0 .9 and 0 .10 of the PRM).
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Reporting of pertinent data on system and equipment status would be handled by Item 111.4,
serv ice the man/machine interface, of the above tables.

E.7 Production tracking

This is called product tracking and genealogy in the MESA models. In t~e ~RM th is functi?n is
split between Item I, production scheduling, and Item III , system coordination and operational
data reporting, for Levels 3 and lower of the hie rarchical model. It is presented in Items 2.0
and 3.0 of the data flow model and particularly Item 2 .1, along with 3.2 and 3 .3.

E.8 Performance analysis

It can be seen here that the PRM handles this functionality, like many others of MESA
International, through a mixture of its stated functions. Here we consider systems coordination
and control (Item III of Table 0.4 and Tables VIII to X of the PRM); control enforcement (Item
II); and system reliability and availability assurance (Item IV).

E.9 Operations and detailed scheduling

In terms of the PRM, this funct ion would be considered a combination of most of the tasks
from MESA International functions 5.2 .1, resource allocation and control, and 5 .2.2,
dispatching production, and would involve those functions from the PRM listed in those
locations.

E.10 Document control

In the PRM document control as described here is a combination of plant coordination and
operational data recording plus system reliability and available assurance for document data
collection and report preparation . It would involve product scheduling and control enforcement
for document use to assure reliable plant operation. The corresponding data flow operations
would be involved as well.

E.11 Labour management

While most personnel functions in the manufacturing plant involve human input and therefore
would be cons idered external ent ities and thus external to the PRM and to this standard,
those specifically mentioned in the MESA International function appear to all be automatable
and thus would be encompassed in the hierarchical model function of plant coordination and
operational data reporting (Item III, Table 0 .4 and subsidiary listings in Tables 0 .8 to 0.10).

E.12 Maintenance management

Maintenance management is carried out in the PRM through the hierarchical category of
system reliability and availability assurance and by the data flow listing of bubble 10.0,
maintenance management (bubble 3.2 in the original PRM listing).

E.13 IEC 62264 models

The lEG 62264 equipment hierarchy model gives an application implementation flavour to the
hierarchy model of the PRM that is itself strictly functional in nature. The present model is
particularly applicable to larger plants as is ably illustrated by Figures 0 .5 to 0.10 of Annex D.
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The PRM Figure D.4 has been modified to show a different split between the production
scheduling and management information systems and the control computation and control
enforcement than in the original publication. The split is now shown between Level 3 and 4.
based on planned changes to the Purdue model as a result of the analysis by the ISA SP95
committee.

Sub-function 3.2 (maintenance) in the PRM is included as a separate major function (10.0.
ma intenance) in the lEG 62264 model. Th is is to simplify the representation of the Level 3-4
spl it in the discussion and associated figures.
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Annex F
(informative)

Systems, resources, capability, capacity and time

F.1 Introduction

This annex will provide some basic concepts taken from systems theory to help clarify the
differences between the concepts of capacity and capability.

General systems theory was first enunciated by Ludwig Von Bertalanffy in 1937 although the
concept of isolated (or closed) systems has been implicitly or explicitly used in mechanics,
physics, and chemical sciences for centuries. Star and planet movements were all explained
first from isolated system models, also the atomic model and Schrodinqer equations, likewise
the second law of thermodynamics, or the concept of black-box temperature. There are many
other examples.

General system theory is, implicitly or explicitly, used as the background of the analysis or
design of all complex systems or entities in biology, the physical sciences, and engineering.
Likewise. the organizational sciences and business management are based on the same
basic concepts .

Hundreds of books have been written about general system theory and its use in complexity
management and in various disciplines. A selection of some major publications is listed in the
Bibliography.

General system theory is also implicit or explicit as background for most analysis, design and
modelling methods such as IDEFO, Merise, etc.

Therefore this annex will provide an overview and explanation of the concepts of capacity and
capability in relation to system theory and to some related manufacturing standards that
already exist or are in progress.

F.2 Some definitions of a system

F.2.1 From the Encyclopaedia Larousse

• A complex of organized elements. considered from the point of view of their relationships
inside a whole that works in a unified manner.

• A set of means arranged so as to achieve a given purpose.

• Equipment whose arrangement is built up from various elements that together achieve a
given funct ion.

F.2.2 From pioneer. in general system theory

• The interrelationships of a complex of elements (LudWig Von Bertalanffy).

NOTE Complex has to be understood as a set of several elements (very often a lot) in contrast with a simple
element.

•

A set of elements with a dynamic interrelationship that are organized for a given purpose
(J. de Rosnay as quoted by C.W. Churchman).

A set of parts that are coordinated to fulfil a collection of objectives (C.W. Churchman) .
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F.2.3 From the standards field

• A collect ion of real-world items organ ized for a given purpose (ISO 15704) .

For this annex the last def init ion will be used.

F.3 Some concepts related to system theory

F.3.1 The universe of discourse

• All those real -world objects that are of potential interest (ISO 10303-12).

• That collection of concrete or abstract things that belong to an area of the real world, and
as selected according to their importance for the system (adapted from ISO 15531-1 .)

• The collection of entities that ever have been, are, or ever will be in a selected portion of
the real or postulated world of interest that as described by a model (CEN ENV 12204) .

These three definitions are almost identical. In particular the ISO 15531-1 definition is
adapted from the third because "ent ity" is not addressed in ISO 10303 as in CEN ENV 12204.
Likewise the first two def initions do not address what is called the postulated world in the third
definition. Thus the precision provided in the third definition is important to emphas ize that
modelling is used for expected systems as well as for existing systems . During the
development of a new system, the real world must include both already exist ing things and
those things that are expected to become part of the real world as soon as the new system
becomes operational.

The second definition (and the third) emphasizes the fact that the universe of discourse is the
result of a voluntary action of selection by the modeller or the developer.

F.3.2 The environment of a system

• All those universes of discourse that do not belong to the system itself.

• That part of the real world that is outside the system and which consequently cannot be
totally controlled by the system (or its control system).

NOTE System theory specialists often use the term 'driving system" instead of 'control system :

• That part of the real world that the system cannot control, but which may have an impact
on it or that the system may itself impact or transform (including the result of this
transformation) .

The first definition is the simplest one. The two others emphasize the fact that the
environment may have an impact on it (see later the notion of constraints) and the system
itself may have an impact on its environment in part icular by the transformation of a part of it
(for example, transformation of raw material, and/or components into products and/or other
components). See open system.

F.3.3 The isolated system (closed system)

• A system that is not supposed to have any interaction with its environment.

The term "isolated" instead of "closed" comes from the physical sciences. In fact, a tota lly
isolated system is a pure abstraction without any actual existence (i.e., such a system cannot
be observed). Nevertheless, this concept of an isolated system is the support needed for
many models in physical sciences such as the black body theory, the second law of
thermodynamics, the quantum model of the atom (Schrodinger equations. celest ial
mechanics , etc.).
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F.3.4 The open system

• A system that realizes the impact of its environment through constraints and acts on the
environment by modifying it (transformation of inputs into outputs) .

The only systems that have any interest for an enterprise are the open systems. Obviously
manufacturing systems do not have any significance if they are not open. Isolated systems
cannot have production.

F.3.5 Objectives, purpose, constraints

• A system is subject to constraints from its environment (except isolated systems).

• Furthermore, any system is endowed with a purpose (ISO 15704 definition) or mission.
This purpose is transformed into objectives

• Those objectives may be provided internally (for example, by the decisional subsystem) or
imposed by the environment (or both). Either way, from the moment they are defined and
formulated, they become data over which the system has no control. They are part of the
constraints.

F.4 Elements (components) of a system

A system is generally (from the highest to the most elementary level) composed of numerous
subelements or subsystems.

NOTE For example . physical (or operational) system, decisional system , inlormation system, control system,
purchas ing system , maintenance system , regulat ion system .

At least two subsystems are required:

• the physical (or operational) system;

• the control system.

At the lowest level of decomposition (elementary level). the physical system thus includes the
operational resources needed for the achievement of the activity concerned, and the control
system includes the resource dedicated to control and monitor the physical system.

NOTE For example, 10.' a given level o~ detailing and some given choices 01 modelling, a milling machine may be
considered as the physical system and Its operator as the controlling system of a milling system . Other modelling
choices and level 01 detail may be envisioned.
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F.5 Schema of a production system and mapping to IDEFO

F.5.1 Schema of a production system

Sustained
constraints

Raw material

Components

Prescribed
constraints

Products

Transformed
components

Figure F.1 - Production or manufacturing system

Under the control of the control system, the resources trans form raw material and/or
components into new components and/or finished products.

A production system is then characterized by a set of activities that are performed on its
environment by its resources (that are themselves controlled by the control system) in order
to transform this environment (products and components provided, prescribed constraints)
that itself impact (sustained constraints) on the system concerned. This transformation is one
of the characteristic elements of its behaviour.

F.5.2 IDEFO and the systemic approach

The IDEFO actigrams are just the representation of some activities of the system and/or of
some of its subsystems:

INPUTS: Raw material,
components, etc.

Figure F.2 -IDEFO actigram

- Belongs to the
environment

OUTPUTS:
Products.
components. etc.

The behaviour of the system is described by the set of act ivities that its resources perform to
transform its environment.
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F.6 Resources

F.6.1 General definition of resource (From F. Vernadat)

• An entity (human or technical) that may playa role in the achievement of a given class of
task when it is available.

A resource is characterized by its

• capability;

• capacity;

• availability.

F.6.2 ISO 15531-1 definition of resource

• Any device. tool and means at the disposal of the enterprise to produce goods and
services .

This definition is included in the general definition of the universe of discourse of MANDATE
(ISO 15531-1). concerning production and manufacturing systems.

F.7 Capability, capacity

F.7.1 Capability

• Essentially a functional and qualitative concept

• There are two aspects:

Provided capability (by a resource)

Required capability (by an activity)

• Definitions

The qual ity of being able to perform a given activity (ISO 15531-1)

Ability to do a certain task (F. Vernadat)

F.7.2 Capacity

• Strictly a quantitative concept.

• Two aspects:

Prov ided capacity (by a resource).

Required capacity (by an activity).

• Definition:

Measure of the quantity of product (or component) a resource can process per unit of
time (adapted from F. Vernadat).

Measure of the performance of a resource regarding the quantity of product (or com
ponent) the resource is able to prov ide or the quantity of raw material (or component)
the resource is able to process.

F.7.3 Capability veraua capacity

Capab ility is essentially a functional concept. It may sometimes include quantitative properties
or attributes. In that case the quantitative aspect solely addresses some needed precision on
capability.

NOTE For example, the characteristics in term of size of the parts or in terms of precision for the milling
capabi lity of a milling mach ine .
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Capacity is strictly a quantitative concept that characterizes the performance of the resource
in the ach ievement of its act ivity.

NOTE For example . the quantity of the product prov ided by the resource per unit of time .

It is poss ible to consider for certain modell ing purposes that the capacity of a resource may
be one of the characteristics of the capability of a resource. Nevertheless this must be
avoided, in order to prevent any confusion. But it is never possible to cons ider the opposite
(capability as a characteristic of capacity) .

F.7.4 Provided capability versus requested capability

Each statement of the following paragraph applies either to capability or capac ity, even if
capability only is mentioned.

The set of capabilities provided by a resource is a characteristic of the resource (an 8 priori
data) . At the starting point this capability is not associated with any act ivity . In the same way
the set of capabilities required by an activity is also a characteristic of this activity. At the start
point there is no resource associated to this required activity.

It is the association of a resource with an activity along with the corresponding control in the
context of a specific application (for example, production or scheduling application) that
constitutes the system.

EXAMPLES

A paint ing robot that is idle is only a resource, possibly available . It nevertheless exists and its extltence (with
all its capabil it ies and its capacity) may potent ially be taken Into account in a scheduling application.

The painting activity without any resource (human or robot) to achieve this function is a concept that will only
become actual when this activity is assoc iated with a resource in a painting operation . The schedu ling
application enables the association of this concept with a given resource In the context 01 an operational
system.

The resource ·painting robot " is not a system. The activity ·painting" is a concept only.

A painting robot that is actually painting under the ad hoc control is a paint ing system.

In most cases the panel of capabilities required by a given activity is only a subset of the
panel of capabil ities provided by the resource that is assoc iated with this activity in the
system. When the difference is too large, the resource is underemployed.

On the other hand, if the resource is unable to provide all the capabilities required by the
activity, there is no possible production, no possible manufacturing (the resource has to be
replaced with a more capable one). The system therefore does not exist and cannot run.

Sometimes the capacity provided by a resource is larger than that required by the activity with
which the resource is associated. In most cases both capacities are comparable.
Nevertheless, if for any reason (failure or anything else), the resource associated with a given
activity is not able to provide all the capacity required by the activity, the production is most
often reduced. The system runs in a decreased mode (the question is: is this decreased mode
acceptable?) .

F.e Time

Time includes at least two main concepts:

• duration that is useful to express any expected or passed consumption of time;

• point in time that is used to locate or mark any passed. present or expected event.

Time theoretically fits the definition provided in Clause V.1 for any resource. For example
some duration may be envisioned as "a means at the disposal of the enterprise to produce
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goods and services". Nevertheless, the time concept considerably differs from the concept of
resource by the following aspects.

• Time is a component of the environment of the system. The system may probably control
some internal duration of certain of its activities but the system is unable to control points
in time, or external duration in its environment. The system cannot control time. Time is a
sustained constraint.

• Time is also an element of the interrelation between the different components and/or sub
systems of the system under consideration. In particular, some point in time that marks the
end of an activity of the system may be associated to trigger to start or to end some other
activities within the system.

For these reasons time cannot be processed as a resource. It has to be processed as a
constraint and/or a relation that contributes to the association between different components
of the system (for example, one resource with an activity).

F.9 How to deal with the facilities in a system

This term generally includes compressed air, electricity, energy, lubricants, etc.

• The equipment that provides these facilities may be considered as systems or sub
systems with their own inputs, outputs, their own resources and driving systems.

• These facilities may also be considered as inputs or outputs of the different systems, or as
components of the resources they contribute (their consumption is then an element of the
life, maintenance and usage of the resource).
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